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Abstract 
Using the theory of Bore1 equivalence relations we analyze the isomorphism relation on the 
countable models of a theory and develop a framework for measuring the complexity of possible 
complete invariants for isomorphism. 
0. In~~uction 
(A) Let L be a first order language and X some class of countable L-structures. In 
this paper we will be exclusively concerned with the case that X consists of the count- 
able models of some (T EL,,, - such as the collection of countable abelian torsion-free 
groups, countable fields, finitely generated groups, connected locally finite graphs, and 
so on. In this abstract setting we consider what types of complete invariants can be used 
to classify the elements of x up to isomorphism. We use the methods and concepts of 
the general theory of Bore1 equivalence relations to provide an analysis of the isomor- 
phism relation and a framework for measuring the complexity of possible invariants. 
We denote by XL the space of co~~ble s~ctures of L with universe N = (0, 1, 
2,. . .}. These represent, up to isomorphism, all infinite countable models of L. Since 
we are only interested here in infinite models, “countable model” will mean “infinite 
countable model” in this paper. The space XL is a Polish space under a natural topol- 
ogy. Denote by Z the isomorphism relation on XL and for every theory (r E L,, w let 
Mod(n) = {JZ EX~, : x + CT}. Then Mod(o) is an isomorphism-invariant Bore1 subset of 
XL and, by a theorem of Lopez and Escobar, any such set is of the form Mod(a) for 
some 0 E L,, cu. We also denote the restriction of GZ to Mod(o) by %. 
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A (complete) classification of the countable models of rr up to isomorphism consists 
of finding a set of “invariants” I and a map c : Mod(o) + I such that x No y ti 
c(x) = c(y). For this to be of any value one would like c,l to be fairly “explicit”. In 
practice c,Z can be always viewed as arising in the following way: There is a Polish 
space X, a “definable” subset A CX, a “definable” equivalence relation E on A, and a 
“definable” map f: Mod(o) -+ A such that 
x % Y * f(x)Ef(.~). 
Then the set of invariants is I = A/E, and c(x) = [~(x)]E= the E-equivalence class of 
f (XX 
(B) The simplest and the most concrete kind of classification arises when the invari- 
ants themselves are members of some Polish space, i.e., in the notation above A=X=I, 
so that 
x % y * f(x) = f(Y). 
In this case, using the terminology of Hjorth and Kechris [ 151, and provided that f is 
Bore1 we will call CJ concretely clussi$zbZe. By a result of Burgess this is equivalent to 
asserting that there is a Bore1 selector for Ea. Thus we have the following equivalences: 
(i) 0 is concretely classifiable, i.e., there is a Polish space X and a Bore1 map f: 
Mod(o) -+ X with 
x =‘a y @ f(x) = f(Y). 
(ii) There is a Bore1 map f : Mod(o) -+ Mod(a) such that 
xg y =+ f(x)= f(y) “x. 
In Section 4 below we point out the (essentially folklore) fact that this notion can 
be also expressed purely model theoretically. We have the following equivalents of (i) 
and (ii): 
(iii) There is a countable fragment F CL,,, containing o so that for any countable 
model J%? of cr, ThF(&!) is No-categorical. 
(iv) There is a countable fragment F CL,,, containing (T such that every countable 
model J# of g is F-atomic. 
Some simple examples of concretely classifiable CJ are given by the theories of an 
equivalence relation or of an injective function. Any rr in a relational language, all of 
whose countable models are homogeneous, is also concretely classifiable. 
A more general class of theories consists of those called Urn-classijiable in Hjorth 
and Kechris [ 151. Here the classification is achieved by means of invariants which are 
essentially countable transfinite sequences of discrete symbols (such as O’s and 1 ‘s; or 
integers together with a symbol for co). In this case the space I = A/E of invariants 
is given by a nl set A C Jf (= the Baire space) consisting of “codes” for such 
transfinite sequences and an appropriate n;-equivalence relation on A, specifying when 
two “codes” encode the same sequence, and the classifying function f is C-measurable, 
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where C is the smallest a-algebra containing the open sets and closed under the Souslin 
operator d. Hjorth and Kechris [ 151 gives a purely model theoretic characterization 
of this notion of classification and establishes a Glimm-Effros type dichotomy to the 
effect that every non-Ulm-classifiable 0 has the property that Err contains a copy of 
the Vitali equivalence relation Eo on 2’ : xEoy H 3nbn 2 n(x(m) = y(m)). 
The classical examples of Ulm-classifiable theories include the theories of abelian 
p-groups and torsion abelian groups. 
(C) At the other extreme of the spectrum, the canonical Scott sentence of a count- 
able structure determines it completely up to isomorphism, so one can always classify 
countable models of any c by invariants which are hereditarily countable sets. One 
can again fix a TIl set A C .h” and a TIl equivalence relation E on A so that A/E is 
essentially HC = the set of hereditarily countable sets, and a C-measurable function 
,f’ : XL + A so that f’(x) is a “code” of the canonical Scott sentence of x, thus 
Of course because of their generality and universal applicability these “invariants” are 
hardly considered satisfactory in specific situations. 
(D) Looking at things from another point of view, one can see that among all 
classification problems for theories there is one of maximum complexity, namely that 
of the theory of graphs (symmetric irreflexive relations). To see what this means, denote 
by <a the partial pre-ordering of Bore1 reducibility between equivalence relations on 
Bore1 sets on Polish spaces. If X, Y are Bore1 sets and E, F are equivalence relations 
on X, Y resp., then E GE F w 3 Bore1 f : X + Y such that xEy H ,f(x)Ff(y). 
Applying this in particular to Eli we let 
Intuitively, if (T <a z, then r has a more complex classification problem than 0. This 
notion has first been studied in Friedman and Stanley [12]. They call z Bore1 complete 
if g ds z for any cr. Standard interpretability results in model theory show for example 
that y, the theory of graphs, is Bore1 complete, so this serves as a prototype of the 
most complex situation. The authors show in that paper that the following are also 
Bore1 complete: The theory of trees (acyclic connected graphs), unary functions, linear 
orderings, groups, and fields. 
(E) In general gV is analytic but not Borel. While g,, must be non-Bore1 in order 
for c to be complete, it is also possible for g0 to be non-Bore1 without being Bore1 
complete. For example, if 0 is the theory of abelian p-groups, then 0 is not Bore1 
complete but neither +, is Borel. (See Friedman and Stanley [ 121 for these results.) 
It is shown by Becker and Kechris [6] that the Borelness of Err is equivalent to the 
boundedness below QI of the Scott ranks of the countable models of G-. Fix for each 
countable ordinal I a Bore1 set A, g .M and a Bore1 equivalence relation F, on A, such 
that AT/F, is essentially the set HC, of hereditarily countable sets of rank < x. (A, is 
simply the set of “codes” of such sets.) Then g0 is Bore1 iff c,, de F,, for some x. 
So in this case one can measure the level of complexity of %, by the smallest such a. 
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(It is shown in Friedman and Stanley [ 121 that F, <B Fp if a < /I, where E <B F iff 
E 6~ F and F 6~ E.) The first interesting case is CI = w. HC, is essentially the set of 
reals and hence Z,, <B F, iff 0 is concretely classifiable. The next level is a = w + 1. 
Since HC,+ 1 is essentially the set of countable sets of reals, %, <B F,+l means that 
models of c can be classified by invariants which are countable subsets of a Polish 
space (computable in a Bore1 way). An example of such (T is the theory of locally 
finite graphs, i.e., those for which every vertex has only finitely many neighbors. 
(F) Our main purpose in this paper is to study an important class of such theories. 
In order to describe it we need the following definition: Let E be an equivalence 
relation. We say that E is countable if every equivalence class of E is countable. 
Given a theory rs we will say that ?+, is essentially countable if Z0 <BE, where 
E is a countable Bore1 equivalence relation on a Bore1 set X. Thus there is a Bore1 
function f : Mod(o) + X such that x %, y @ f(x)Ef( y). So the classifying 
invariants for No are the E-equivalence classes [x]~, which are countable sets in a 
Polish space, so, in particular $ ,B < FW+, . However, it is not true that $ <B F,+I 
implies that g0 is essentially countable. We will be especially concerned with theories 
whose isomorphism relation is essentially countable. 
It turns out that various standard examples of theories whose models have “finite 
rank”, in some sense, fall in this category. These include (see Section 5): (i) the theory 
of finitely generated groups or more generally finitely generated structures in a given 
language; (ii) the theory of finite rank torsion free abelian groups; (iii) the theory of 
connected locally finite graphs; (iv) the theory of fields of finite transcendence degree 
over Q. (Some of these examples were also considered in Friedman and Stanley [12], 
where it was shown that they have Bore1 isomorphism relations.) Note also that if cr 
is such that Na is essentially countable, so is any stronger theory r + c. 
In Section 4 we characterize model theoretically the theories c for which % is 
essentially countable. The characterization is in some sense a “local” version of the 
characterization for concrete classifiability, given earlier in this introduction. More pre- 
cisely, we have that the following are equivalent: 
(i) NV is essentially countable; 
(ii) there is a countable fragment F CL,,, containing c such that if &! = (A4, -) 
is a countable model of c, there exists a EM<” with ThF( (A, Z) ) No-categorical; 
(iii) same as (ii) but with (A, 5) F-atomic. 
(G) Once a theory c has been determined to have isomorphism relation %, es- 
sentially countable, one can apply the theory of countable Bore1 equivalence relations 
to obtain an analysis of the type of invariants that can be used to classify countable 
models of g up to isomorphism. 
A survey of some aspects of this theory and its connections with ergodic theory can 
be found in Kechris [ 191. A full development is given in Jackson et al. [16]. The main 
points of relevance to us here are the following (see Section 2). 
Call a countable Bore1 equivalence relation E universal if for any countable Bore1 
equivalence relation F we have F <BE. (Actually in this paper we use a somewhat 
stronger notion of universality, see Section 2, but this will be enough for the purposes 
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of this introduction.) Such a universal relation exists and is denoted by E,. It is unique 
up to -B, where 
One particular realization of it is the equivalence relation induced by the shift action 
of the free group of 2 generators FZ on 2F2. 
In developing this theory one distinguishes various important subclasses of countable 
Bore1 equivalence relations, which impose a hierarchy of complexity. At the simplest 
level we have the smooth equivalence relations, where a Bore1 equivalence relation E 
is smooth if E <B d(X), where d(X) is the equality relation on a Polish space X. 
Thus (T is concretely classifiable iff No is smooth. 
Next are the hype&rite ones, where a Bore1 equivalence relation E is hyperJinite 
if E = U, E,,, with {En} an increasing sequence of Bore1 equivalence relations with 
jnite equivalence classes. Equivalently, by a result of Weiss, Slaman-Steel, these are 
the equivalence relations induced by the orbits of a single Bore1 automorphism. They 
are studied by Dougherty et al. [9], where it is shown that up to -B they have exactly 
two types: They are either smooth or else they are NB Eo. In particular, there is a 
universal hyperfinite Bore1 equivalence relation, namely Eo. 
For our purposes, the third level of complexity consists of the treeable equivalence 
relations, where we call a countable Bore1 equivalence relation treeable if it is possible 
to assign in a uniform Bore1 way to each equivalence class a tree with vertex set this 
equivalence class. This notion first arose in ergodic theory in the work of Adams 
[l]. It turns out again that there is a universal treeable countable Bore1 equivalence 
relation, denoted by Ern~. It is unique up to NB, and a particular realization of it is 
the restriction to the free part of the orbit equivalence relation induced by the shift 
action of Fz on 2F2. It should be pointed out here that both hyperfinite and treeable 
equivalence relations are closed downwards under 6~. 
It turns out, as shown by Jackson et al. [16], using the work of Adams, that 
smooth <BEO <BELT <BEE 
(where “smooth” denotes any smooth Bore1 equivalence relation). 
If now E is any Bore1 equivalence relation and r is any subclass of countable Bore1 
equivalence relations, like hyperfinite, treeable, etc., we say that E is essentially r if 
E <B F for some F E r. Also if F is a countable Bore1 equivalence relation, then we 
say that E is essentially F if E NB F. 
Returning to theories e and the isomorphism relation No on their countable models, 
if g0 is essentially countable it is natural to attempt to classify %‘,, in the above 
hierarchy. Apart from the case where Na is smooth, i.e., g is concretely classifiable, 
which was discussed earlier, the next simpler case is when E is essentially Eo. Indeed, 
by a result of Hanington et al. [14], if E is a Bore1 equivalence relation, which is 
not smooth, then EO <BE. An interesting example of this situation is provided by the 
classical classification theorem for rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups (see [13]), which 
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implies that if ~11 is the theory of these groups, then Nr, is essentially Eo. Thus one 
has an exact picture of the possible invariants in this case. 
Proceeding further up in this hierarchy, we show in Section 5 that if rf* is the theory 
of rigid locally finite trees, then ET; is essentially EooT. Finally, if we denote by yf, 
resp. rr, the theory of locally finite connected graphs, resp. trees, then it is shown by 
Jackson et al. [ 161 that g,,, ZTr are both essentially E,. In particular, Z!?; <B gTr. 
Thus in all these cases there is a complete analysis of the type of invariants that are 
possible for determining isomorphism of the corresponding classes of countable models. 
We mention here the following important open problem. Denote by a, the theory of 
abelian torsion-free groups of rank < n. What is the complexity of EX,? We conjecture 
that for n b 2 it is the maximum possible one, i.e., gE, is essentially E, for n 3 2. 
A proof of this conjecture would again compute exactly the kind of invariants that are 
possible for classifying rank n abelian torsion-free groups, for n > 2. It is a classical 
problem in abelian group theory to find a satisfactory classification of rank 2 torsion- 
free abelian groups. Various schemes of such classification have been found over the 
years, which from our viewpoint can be thought of as showing that Naz NB E for 
certain kinds of equivalence relations E. However, all these proposals lead to quite 
complex E and thus are considered too complicated to provide any satisfactory structure 
theory, as opposed to the rank 1 case, where E is fairly transparent. A proof of our 
conjecture above would specify exactly what kind of invariants are possible, and would 
therefore explain why any attempt at classification of rank 2 abelian torsion-free groups 
would have to involve a relatively complex notion of equivalence that determines the 
invariants; it would be much more complicated that for the rank 1 case, since E, is 
much more complicated than Eo. 
Since, as we mentioned earlier, the isomorphism relation Erf on the class of count- 
able locally finite trees is essentially E,, one possible approach for proving the preced- 
ing conjecture would be to “encode” (via interpretation or some other such technique) 
countable locally finite trees into finite rank torsion-free abelian groups, i.e., assign to 
any countable locally finite tree Y such a group Gs, in a “definable” way of course, 
so that .Y Z+ Y’ iff Gs E G,-1. 
(H) Although there are many examples of essentially countable but nonessentially 
hyperfinite go, it turns out that “generically” every % that is essentially countable is 
also essentially hype&rite. In fact, by extending a result of Sullivan et al. [33], we 
prove in Section 6 that if E is a Bore1 equivalence relation on a Polish space X which 
is essentially countable, then for an invariant Bore1 comeager set C GX we have that 
E 1 C is essentially hyperfinite. 
This has an important methodological implication. The usual genericity techniques 
over Polish spaces, or equivalently forcing techniques with countable forcing notions, 
cannot be used to establish any higher level of complexity for essentially countable SO 
beyond hyperfiniteness. (As we will see below this is not the case if we drop essential 
countability.) 
(I) Finally we consider in this paper an interesting concept of classification of count- 
able models of theories first studied by Melles [27]. We say that a theory o admits 
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canonical models if one can select in a “Bore1 way” a model in each isomorphism class 
of countable models of cr. This “canonical model” does not necessarily have universe 
N, i.e., may not be a member of Mod(o); otherwise this notion would be exactly the 
same as concrete satisfiability. (In particular, one has to define, as we do in Section 7, 
what it means to assign in a “Bore1 way” the canonical model.) Concrete classifiability 
of c-r implies that c admits canonical models. There are however 0 admitting canonical 
models, which are not concretely classifiable. An interesting example of this, pointed 
out by Melles, is the theory of rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups, which admit canoni- 
cal models but are not concretely classifiable or even Ulm-classifiable. Other examples 
of 0 which admit canonical models include theories all of whose countable models are 
rigid. 
In Section 7 we show that to admit canonical models is equivalent to another in- 
teresting property, which can be formulated purely on Mod(a). To explain it we will 
consider a somewhat more general context. 
Let G be a Polish group and a(g,x) = g x a Bore1 action of G on a Bore1 set X. 
We say that this action has the cocycle property if there is a Bore1 map c1 : E, --+ 
G, where E, is the orbit equivalence relation, xE,y H 3g(g . x = y), such that for 
xE,y, ~(x, y).x=y, and c( is a cocycle, i.e., for xE,yE,z we have c((x,z)=cl(y,z)cc(x, y). 
Fix a countable language L and consider the (continuous) action of the Polish group 
S,, the symmetric group on N, on XL given by g. x = y, if g is an isomorphism of x 
to y. This is called the logic action. The corresponding equivalence relation is clearly 
E. We prove (see Section 7) that the following are equivalent: 
(i) c admits canonical models; 
(ii) the logic action of S, on Mod(a) has the cocycle property, i.e., for each x Nri y, 
we can choose in a Bore1 way an isomorphism X(X, y) from x to y such that if x Na 
y Z0 z, then a(x,z) = a( y,z)c~(x, y). 
From this result one can obtain an interesting relationship between the earlier hierar- 
chy of classification of essentially countable ED and the concept of canonical models. 
In Section 8 we show that if a is a Bore1 action of a Polish group G on a Bore1 set X 
and E, is essentially treeable, then the action has the cocycle property. In particular, if 
g,, is essentially treeable, then (T admits canonical models. Also since hyperfiniteness 
implies treeability, “generically” any c for which +, is essentially countable admits 
canonical models. 
(J) This raises the question of what types of methods can show that a given theory 
does not admit canonical models, and therefore, in particular, that z’a is not essentially 
treeable. Melles [27] uses forcing with a countable set of conditions to show that the 
theory of (infinite rank) torsion-free abelian groups does not admit canonical models. 
However, as we pointed out earlier, this cannot work for rank < IZ torsion-free abelian 
groups, for finite n, as in this case Nz, is essentially countable, so “generically” admits 
canonical models. It is an open problem whether the theory of rank n torsion-free 
abelian groups admits canonical models, for n 3 2. We conjecture that it does not. If 
one could prove that, then in particular it would follow that Ea,, for n 3 2, is not 
treeable, which would be further evidence that ga, is very complicated. 
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Remark. Our earlier conjecture that ga,, n b 2, is essentially E,, does not imply that 
CI, does not admit canonical models. There are examples of theories (T for which No 
is essentially E, but cr admits canonical models. 
In Section 10 we develop a different approach for showing that theories IS, for which 
E0 is essentially countable, do not admit canonical models, by using instead ergodic 
theory techniques, based on a result of Adams and Spatzier [3]. This result provides 
some basic information on cocycles of actions of countable Kazhdan groups with 
values in free groups. The concept of Kazhdan group, which plays an important role 
in ergodic theory and group representation theory, is defined in Section 10 and we will 
not repeat it here. Using the Adams-Spatzier result, we show in Section 10 that the 
theory of locally finite trees does not admit canonical models. This is the only known 
example of a theory IJ with No essentially countable which does not admit canonical 
models. We do not know if this ergodic theory technique can be used, for example, for 
the theory of rank II torsion-free abelian groups, for n > 2. Another possibility would 
be of course to use forcing arguments with uncountable notions of forcing, but it is 
not clear how to do that either. 
(K) We conclude by mentioning another interpretation of some of our results here. 
Given equivalence relations (X, E), (X’, E’) one can view the relation E <BE’ as 
meaning that there is a “definable”, in fact Borel, embedding of the quotient space 
X/E into XI/E’, and thus interpret this as meaning that the “definable cardinality” of 
X/E is less than or equal to that of F/E’. 
Similarly E NB E’ can be interpreted as asserting that X/E and XI/E’ have the 
same “definable cardinality”. So we can view results such as “N, is essentially count- 
able” or “?$ is essentially Eoo,Eoo~, EO, etc.” as calculating the “definable cardinality” 
of the set of countable models of cr (up to isomorphism). This provides a refined 
notion of counting for the countable models of a theory, where a whole new spec- 
trum of possibilities can arise. Classically, at least for the case No is Borel, one can 
have either < Na or else 2N~ many models up to isomorphism, and no further dis- 
tinction is made when a theory has 2No many models, However, as we have seen 
before, the “definable cardinality” reveals different shades of distinction in the case 
that the classical cardinality is 2’0. It could be that %, is smooth, which can be 
stated as saying that g has “definable cardinality” 2u0, or it could be essentially 
Eo,&~T, E,, etc., and these represent strictly increasing “definable cardinalities”. For 
a more thorough discussion of this point of view, see Kechris [ 191 and Becker and 
Kechris [6]. 
1. Group actions and model theory 
(A) We will follow the notation and terminology of Becker and Kechris [6]. (For 
general matters of descriptive set theory, we refer the reader to Moschovakis [30] and 
Kechris [20].) 
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For a Polish group G, a Polish G-space is a Polish space X together with a con- 
tinuous action a : G x X --+ X. We will denote this by (&a), or just X, if there is 
no danger of confusion. A Bore1 G-space is a standard Bore1 space X together with 
a Bore1 action a : G x X --+ A’. We often denote actions a : G x X -+ X simply by 
a(g,x) = g .x. We also denote the associated orbit equivalence relation by E,, i.e., 
x&y # 3g E G(g s x = y). 
(B) By “language” in this paper we will mean a nonempty countable first-order lan- 
guage L. For convenience, we will also assume that L contains only relational symbols. 
In cases where we also want to consider function (including constant) symbols, like, 
e.g., for groups, we will assume that they are represented by their graphs. 
A countable structure for L in this paper will always be understood as being a 
countably injinite structure. Up to isomorphism only these can be considered as having 
universe N = {0, 1, ’ . *}. We denote by XL the space of L-structures with universe N, 
i.e., if L = {Ri)if,, with I countable, and iii an ni-ary relation symbol, then 
x, = I-I 2”“‘. 
iEI 
If x EXL, x represents the L-structure 
dx = NR”‘)iEI, 
where for x = (xi), we put 
R”‘(k, ,...,kq) H xi(kl,...,kq)= 1. 
In practice we will identify n with dx and often write x instead of dx. In particular, 
we write 
xzy $s ,allxZ*d, 
for the isomorphism relation, and 
[X]={yEXL:X%y} 
the isomorphism class of x EXL. 
Consider the symmetric group 
denote by 
S, of all permutations on N. It is a Polish group 
with the induced topology it inherits as a subspace S, C Jlr of the Baire space .N. 
There is a canonical action of S, on the space XL, called the logic action: 
g*x=y, 
where for each i E I, 
yi(kl,. . .y k,,) * xi(s-‘(kl),...,s-‘(k~~)). 
Thus if g .n==y, g is an isomorphism of x with y. So g is simply the orbit equivalence 
relation induced by this action. The logic action is continuous with respect to the 
standard topology on X’, i.e., the product topology on &,2’“‘. 
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For each sentence 0 E L,,,, let 
Mod(@) = {X EX’ : x b CT). 
This is an invariant (under isomo~hism or equivalently the logic action) Bore1 subset 
of XL. Conversely, by a result of Lopez-Escobar, if A s XL is invariant Borel, then there 
is aE L,,, with A= Mod(a). We will denote the isomorphism relation restricted to 
Mod(o) by %, i.e., 
x%@y H x,y~ Mod(a)&xry. 
(C) We will often make use of the standard notion of countable fragment F CL,,,; 
see [5]. Any such countable fragment gives rise to a new Polish topology on XL, which 
we will call the F-topology, extending the standard one (and therefore having the same 
Bore1 sets). It is generated by the sets of form 
(XE& : x + rpE~l,...,kl)~ 
where ~JEF and kl,..., k,, E N. The logic action is also continuous for this topology. 
Remark. Sami [32} actually points out that one needs a weaker notion of fragment o 
establish that the F-topology is Polish. IIe calls this weaker notion just “countable 
fragment” and the standard one that we use here he calls a “countable standard 
fragment”. 
We denote by L,, the usual countable fragment of first-order logic. 
(D) We will often make also use of Vaught transforms for actions. In general, for 
any topological space W, let 
V”w E WP(w) * {w E W : P(w)} is comeager, 
3*w E WP(w) 43 {IV 6 W : P(w)} is nonmeager. 
If now G is a Polish group and X is a Bore1 G-space, for every A 2 X and every 
open ~onemp~ U C G, we let 
A*’ = {x : V*g E U(g .x E A)}, 
Adu={x:3*g~U(g~x~A)}. 
Put also 
A* = A*G, Ad 1= AAG, 
For the basic properties of Vaught transforms, see, e.g., [6,20,32]. 
2. ~~vaIe~e relations 
(A) For a general introduction to the theory of definable equivalence relations on 
standard Bore1 spaces, see [19]. 
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Given equivalence relations E,E’ on standard Bore1 spaces X,X’ we say that E is 
Bore1 reducible to E’, in symbols 
if there is a Bore1 function J’ : X + X’ with 
KEY @ f(x)E’.f(v). 
If f is also l-1 we say that E is Bore1 embeddable to E’, in symbols 
Put also 
EK~FH EGBFandF $sE, 
EmBFw EdgFandF<BE, 
EQFW E&FandFCBE. 
Since E 6 B F essentially means that there is a “Bore1 embedding” of X/E into X/E’, 
we view NB as asserting the essential “Bore1 equivalence” of x/E with X/E’. 
A Bore1 equivalence relation E on a standard Bore1 space X is called smooth if it 
has a countable Bore1 ~e~~~ff~~~g rn~Zy (A,}, i.e., a family of Bore1 sets such that 
xEy w ‘v‘n(xEA, ++ YEA,). 
Equivalenly, E is smooth iff there is a standard Bore1 space Y and a Bore1 map f : 
X -+ Y such that 
FEY * f(n) = f(y). 
If E has a Bore1 transversal, i.e., a Bore1 set meeting every equivalence class in 
exactly one point (or equivalently a Bore1 selector), then E is smooth but not vice 
versa in general. If however E = E, for a Bore1 action a of a Polish group G on X, 
then E is smooth iff E has a Bore1 transversal (Burgess; see [20, lS.ZO]). 
(B) We will be pa~icularly interested in this paper in the class of countable Bore1 
equivalence relations. A Bore1 equivalence relation E on a standard Bore1 space X is 
called counrable if every equivalence class [X]E is countable. By a theorem of Feldman 
and Moore [ 1 l] every such equivalence relation is of the form E =E, for a Bore1 action 
a of a countable group G on X. 
A survey of some basic results on countable Bore1 equivalence relations is given by 
Kechris [19]. The more detailed and updated theory of such relations is developed in 
Jackson et al. [16]. We review some of this work that we will need later on. 
A countable Bore1 equivalence relation E is called universal if F LB E for any 
countable Bore1 equivalence relation F. Such an equivalence relation exists (and is 
unique up to “a). It is denoted by E,. One realization of it is the following: 
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For any group G and any set X consider the shift action of G on XG given by 
g .x(h) = n(g-‘h). 
Let FZ be the free group with 2 generators and denote by E(2, Fz) the equivalence 
relation induced by the shift action of FZ on 2F2. Then 
In developing the secure theory of countable Bore1 equivalence relations one iden- 
tifies various important subclasses that impose some sort of hierarchy of complexity. 
The first such class (beyond the trivial in this context smooth equivalence relations) 
is the class of hyperjnite Bore1 equivalence relations. We call a Bore1 equivalence 
relation E on a standard Bore1 space X Jinite if every equivalence class [x]~ is finite. 
We call E hy~er~nite if E = U, E,, where E, C E +I is an increasing sequence of 
Bore1 finite equivalence relations. Equivalently (by a result of Weiss, Slaman-Steel) 
these are exactly the equivalence relations induced by Bore1 actions of the group Z, 
i.e., by the orbits of a single Bore1 automorphism. 
The theory of hype&rite Bore1 equivalence relations is developed in Dougherty et 
al. [9]. Except for the smooth ones, up to Q there is only one hyperfinite Bore1 
equivalence relation. One particular ealization of it is the following: On X = 2”, let 
xEoy cs 3nVm 2 n@(m) = y(m)). 
Then if E is Bore1 hyperfinite, E 5~ Eo, and if E is not smooth, then E Z:B Eo. 
For the purposes of this paper, the other important subclass of countable Bore1 
equivalence relations is the class of treeable quivalence relations. We call a countable 
Bore1 equivalence relation E on a standard Bore1 space X treeable if there is a Bore1 
graph (X,S) on X (i.e., S is an irreflexive symmetric Bore1 relation on X) which is 
acyclic (i.e., a forest) and its connected components are the E-equivalence classes. 
This simply means that one can assign in a uniform Bore1 way a tree structure to each 
~-equivalence class. Clearly h~e~nite + treeable. 
Countable treeable Bore1 equivalence relations are closed downwards under &B and 
there is a universal one among them (in the sense of LB). It is clearly unique up to 
MB and is denoted by Eoo~. One can realize it as follows: Let X Cr 2F2 be the free part 
of the shift action, i.e., 
(xE2fi : b # u-x #xx>}- 
Let F(2, F2) = E(2,Fz) IX be the restriction of the orbit equivalence relation to (the 
invariant Bore1 set) X. Then 
E mT =B W, F2 1. 
It is shown in Jackson et al. [16], using work of Adams, that 
Eo <BECOT <B&O. 
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Finally, we will call an equivalence relation E on a standard Bore1 space X exre~- 
tidy ~o~nta~~e if E ds F, where F is a countable Bore1 equivalence relation. Note 
that this implies that E is Bore1 as well. 
For the particular case when E = E,, for a Bore1 action a of a Polish group G 
on X, which is the case we are mostly interested in this paper, it turns out that this 
is equivalent o saying that E -JB F for some countable Bore1 F. This follows from 
Theorem 1.5 of Kechris [ 181. 
3. Essential countability for orbit equivalences induced by &,-actions 
Given a Bore1 S,-space (X,a), we will give here a number of necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions for E, to be essentially countable. Before doing that though we will 
prove some facts about Polish group actions. We state them in a somewhat more gen- 
eral form than we need them since they seem to be of some interest in their own right. 
Suppose H is a Polish group, (Y,z) a Polish space, and let a be a Bore1 action 
of H on Y. Let d be a countable basis of nonempty open sets for H, containing 
H itself, and 9 a countable Boolean algebra of Bore1 subsets of Y such that (i) 9V 
contains a countable basis q of Y; (ii) the topology generated by 49 is Polish; (iii) 
BE G#, U E d + BAu E 9. Let z’ be the topology generated by {BAU)~El;.E.d. 
Theorem 3.1 (Becker and Kechris [6]). The topology z* is Polish, the action a is 
cunt~nu~~~ j2.w (Y, x*), and (Y, z), (Y, T*) hue the same Borel sets. 
Assume now, additionally, that (X,(T) is a Polish space and R 2X x Y is Borel. Put 
for any nonempty open set U in H: 
RA” ={(x, y) : y E R,““}, 
R*” ={(.x, y) : y E R;‘} 
(where R, = {y : (x, y) E R}). There is a certain abuse of notation here but it will cause 
no harm. 
Lemma 3.2. Let U f ~2. Then if R E Z$(O x .t.) (rep.. R f @(CJ x z)), we have that 
Rdu ~X$(CJ x z’) (resp., R*” f @<G x T*)). 
Proof. We prove simultaneously both statements by induction on a. 
Let R E X~(O x 7). Thus if {Nn} is a basis for X and {U,,} = %, we have 
(x,y)~R -+ 3i(xEN,,, and ye U&) 
for some sequences {ni}, {mi}. Then 
@,y)ffiAU H 3(x EN,,, and y E Viz”), 
so RA” E Z$(o x 7*) (as 92 & @). 
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The result for II: follows from the general identity: 
ReU= N (N R)‘“. (1) 
Assume now the lemma is proved for all j3 < tc. Take R E Zz(cr x z), so that 
(x, Y> E R * Wx, Y) E Rm 
with R, EII~~(~ x z), a, < 01. Then 
(x, v) E Rdu * %3VCU(x,y)fR;‘, 
so by induction hypothesis RAW E Zi(o x z* ). The case of II: again follows from (1). 
El 
COrOhy 3.3. lfRx is H-inuariant for all x, and R E I;z(a x z) (resp., R f IIz(a x z)), 
then RcCt(a x z*) (resp., R E lIt(o x z*)). 
Proof. R=RAH; R= R*H. q 
Lemma 3.4. If Ii, is H-~nvuriant and C:(z) for each x, then there is a Polish topology 
o’ 2 o on X such that R f Cz(a’ x r* ). Similarly for II&. 
Proof. By Louveau [23], there is a Polish topology cr’> 17 such that R E ?$(o x z). 
Now use Corollary 3.3. Cl 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose (X, cr>, (Y, T) are Polish spaces, G, H Polish groups such that 
G acts in a Bore1 way on X and H acts in a Bore1 way on Y. Let R 2X x Y be 
Bore1 such that R, is H-invariant and RY = {x : (x, y) E R} is G-invariant ,for each 
(x, y) E X x Y. Assume moreover each Rx is Z:(z). Then there are Polish topologies 
ol, ~1 on X, Y resp., generating the same Bore1 sets as ot z resp., such that the G-action 
is continuous on (X,crl ), the H-action is continuo~ on (Y, ZI ) and R E I;z(al x rl). 
Similarly for IIt. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 find 0 > g Polish, so that R E Z;t(ct’ x z* ). Put zt = r*. Then 
the H-action is continuous for (Y,z*). 
Applying now Corollary 3.3 to the G-action instead, we see that there is a Polish 
topology ~1 on X having the same Bore1 sets as cr’ such that the G-action is continuous 
on (X, crt ) and R E Zz(al x ~1) (al is obtained from O’ the same way T* is obtained 
from z). q 
Corollary 3.6. If (X,CT) is a Polish space, a is a Boref action of G on X and each 
orbit G - x is E:(a) for each x, then there is a Polish topology ~1 on X generating 
the same BoreI structure as o such that the action is continuous for (x,01) and 
E, E Cz(ol x 01). Similarly for II:. 
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Proof. It follows from Sami [32] that E, is Borel, since there is a bound in the Bore1 
rank of the orbits. So by Louveau [23] there is a Polish topology r > Q such that 
E, E I;i(z x z). By Corollary 3.3 we get that E, E Xi(z x z*) and by applying Corollary 
3.3 one more time we have that E, E X&(7* x z*). Take ~1 = r*. 0 
We now have the following equivalences. 
Proposition 3.7. Let G be a Polish group and (X,a) a Bore1 G-space. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) There is a Polish topology CJ generating the Bore1 structure of X such that 
each orbit is X:(o). 
(ii) There is a Polish topology o generating the Bore1 structure of X such that 
Ea E IZ”,(o x a). 
(iii) Same as (ii) but requiring that additionally the action is continuous for (X, a). 
(iv) There is a IZi equivalence relation F on a Polish space Y such that E, <B F. 
Similarly for II!. 
Proof. (i) H (ii) @ (iii) follows from Corollary 3.6. (ii) + (iv) is obvious. Con- 
versely, assume (iv) and let f : X -+ Y be Bore1 with xE, y % f (x)Ff (y). Let 
crI be a Polish topology on X generating its Bore1 structure and then let Q > 01 be a 
Polish topology such that f : (X, o) + Y is continuous (see [20, 13.111). Then clearly 
E, E Ct(o x o). 0 
Louveau [24] calls an equivalence relation E on a standard Bore1 space X potentially 
F, where r is a class of sets in Polish spaces, like Ei,TIz, etc., if there is a Polish 
topology (T on X giving its Bore1 structure, such that E is in T(o) or equivalently, if 
E de F, where F is an equivalence relation in a Polish space Y which is in the class 
r. Thus Proposition 3.7 provides a number of equivalent formulations for E, to be 
potentially Et (or TIZ). 
In the case when G is a closed subgroup of S,, being potentially Xi for E, as 
in Proposition 3.7, turns out, rather surprisingly, to be actually equivalent to being 
essentially countable. 
Theorem 3.8. Let G be a closed subgroup of S, and (X,a) be a Bore1 G-space. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) E, is essentially countable. 
(ii) E, is potentially Xi. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Say F is a countable Bore1 equivalence relation on a Polish space 
Y, f : X --+ Y a Bore1 map and xEy ++ f (x)Ff (y). By Feldman and Moore [ 1 l] 
there is a countable group H and a Bore1 action h of H on Y with Et, = F. Then 
there is a Polish topology u on Y, having the same Bore1 sets, so that the H-action 
is continuous for (Y, a) (see [20, 13.121). It follows that Et, = F is Ei(fl x a) and we 
are done. 
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(ii) + (i): We can assume by Proposition 3.7 that X is Polish, a is a continuous 
action, and E, is Xi. Since G is a closed subgroup of S,, fix a countable basis {U,,} 
for G closed under right multiplication, i.e., Vg E GVdm(U,,g = U,,,). 
By a simple application of the Baire category theorem in G, we see that 
Vx E Eln( U, . x 2 G . x). 
Since the condition “G C G .x” is II!, by the number uniformization theorem, there 
is a Bore1 map n : X -+ N such that U,(,) . x C G ’ x, for each x EX. Define now 
F(x) = U,,(,) .x. Then if F(X) denotes the standard Bore1 space of closed subsets 
of X with the Effros Bore1 structure, it is easy to check that F : X + F(X) is 
Borel. 
Now fix an orbit C of the action. We want to check that {F(x) : x E C} is 
- ~ 
countable. To see this, put for any x E C, U(x) = {U,, .x : U,, . x G C} and notice 
that x, y E C + U(x) = U(y), using the invariance of the basis {Un}. (Indeed, if 
g’x=y, and U,,.XEU(X), then U,.x=U,.g-‘.y=(U,,g-‘).y=U,.y for some 
m, so U, . y = U, . x C C, thus U,, .x = U,,, + y E U(y), so U(x) 2 U(y). Similarly, 
U(y) C U(x).) Since F(x) E U(x) and U( x is countable, our assertion is proved. ) 
Define then the following relation E* on F(X) \ {0}, 
FE*F’ w V”x E FV*x’ E F’(xE,x’) or F = F’. 
By the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem and standard calculations (see [20, 8.K, 16A]), 
E* is a Bore1 equivalence relation and easily 
xE,y =s F(x)E*F(y). 
Moreover, as we just verified, F(X) = {F(x) : x EX} meets every E*-class at a count- 
able (perhaps empty) set. Since F(X) is analytic, a simple application of the first 
reflection theorem (see [20, 35.101) shows that there is a Bore1 set Y > F(X) such that 
Y meets every Es-class in a countable (perhaps empty) set, so that R = E* 1 Y is a 
countable Bore1 equivalence relation, and clearly E, +I R. 0 
Remark. The previous theorem is far from true for general Polish groups. In fact, 
there is an abelian Polish group G and a free continuous action a of G on a compact 
Polish space X, for which E, is F, but E, is not essentially countable. (See [ 18, 
Section 51.) 
Remark. Fix a countable language L and consider the logic action of S, on XL. It was 
proved by Miller [28] that if XL is given the standard topology and x E XL is such that 
[x] is Xi, then [x] is actually di. (This uses that L is relational.) From this it follows 
easily that if 0 EL,,, is such that for any x E Mod(a), [x] is Xi, then %!a is smooth. 
A similar result is proved by Miller [29] for the case when XL is equipped with the 
F-topology, for F = L,,. Such a result cannot be true for general countable fragments 
F, as we can see by taking IS to be the theory of rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups. 
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4. Model theoretic criteria 
As is shown in Becker and Kechris [6], for any Bore1 SW-space @?,a) there is an 
L ,,,-sentence cr such that (X,a) is Borei isomo~hic to the logic action of S, on 
Mod(a). In particular, E, is Bore1 isomorphic to Ea. Thus, up to Bore1 isomorphism, 
the isomorphism relations % for o EL,,, exhaust all orbit equivalence relations of 
Bore1 S,-spaces. We will provide in this section model theoretic criteria for deciding 
when +, is essentially countable. 
It will be inst~ctive though to start with a characte~zation f when %:a is smooth. 
In that case we call g concretely clus.$zuble (see [15]), since NO being smooth simply 
means that countable models of o can be completely classified, up to isomorphism, by 
concrete invariants, which are members of some Polish space, computable in a simply 
definable (Borel) way. This characterization is certainly implicit in the literature but 
does not seem to have been explicitly stated before. 
First let us point out the following immediate corollary of Proposition 3.7 (for II:). 
Corollary 4.1. Let G be a Polish group and (X,a) a Bore1 G-space. Then the fol- 
lowing are equivalent: 
(i) E, is smooth. 
(ii) E, is potentially I$. 
(iii) E, is potentially II;. 
Proof. It is enough to show that (iii) + (i). Since E, is potentially II; we can assume, 
by Proposition 3.7, that, without loss of generality, (X,a) is a Polish G-space and every 
orbit is Ga. Define F : X --+ 9(X) by F(x) = G * x. It is easy to check that F is Bore1 
and nEay -S F(x) = F(y), so E, is smooth. q 
Proposition 4.2. Let o e L,,,,,. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) %$ is smooth. 
(ii) There is a ~ountablefragment F C L,,, (containing o) such that if A is a 
countable model of o, then Th&A) is ~~-categorical. 
(iii) There is a countable fragment F 2 L,,, (containing a) such that every count- 
able model _A& of o is F-atomic. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Let X be Polish and f: Mod(a) +X be Bore1 such that x E+ y H 
f(x) = f(y). Let { Un) be an open basis for X. Thus 
x 2 y H Vn[xC f-‘(U,) H yE.f-‘(U,)]. 
Clearly f -‘(U,,) is Z-invariant, so there is an L,,,-sentence cm such that 
f-‘( U,) = Mod(cr,). 
Let F be a countable fragment containing {a, as, IT~, 012,. . ). Then in the F-topology 
on Mod(c), each isomorphism class [x] is closed. But by Miller [29], [x] is closed in 
the F-topology iff ThF(x) is No-categorical. 
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(ii) + (iii): By Miller [29] if F is as in (ii), then for every x E Mod(a), [x] is 
closed, therefore Gs, in the F-topology. By Suzuki [34] and Miller [29], [x] is Ga in 
the F-topology iff x is F-atomic. 
(iii) =+ (i): As in (ii) + (iii) we see that every [x] is Gb in the F-topology and so 
Na is potentially @ (by Proposition 3.7), so, by Corollary 4.1, E0 is smooth. 0 
We now have the following characterization of essential countability for % 
Theorem 4.3. Let o E L,,,. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) E’a is essentially countable. 
(ii) There is a countable fragment F 5 L,,, (containing a) such that zf A= (M, -) 
is a countable model of CT, there exists ZEM<” with ThF((_&,a)) No-categorical. 
(iii) There is a countable fragment F CL,,, (containing a) such that for every 
countable model A = (M, -) of a there is a~ MC” with (&,a) F-atomic. 
Proof. Clearly (as in Proposition 4.2) (ii) + (iii). To prove that (iii) + (ii) fix the 
fragment F as in (iii). Let F* > F be a countable fragment containing all the formulas 
&Xl ,...,x~),~EN given by: 
Thus (A!,al . . . , a,) is F-atomic iff (J/Z, c) /= 0[a]. By the uniqueness of F-atomic 
models, if (A, i) is F-atomic, then ThF* ((A’, ~7) ) is No-categorical, so we obtain (ii), 
with F’ the witnessing fragment. 
(i) + (iii): Let X be a Polish space, E a countable Bore1 equivalence relation and 
f : Mod(o) + X a Bore1 function such that x E y ti f (x)Ef (y). As in the proof 
of Proposition 4.2 we can find a countable fragment F (containing a) such that each 
isomorphism class [x] in Mod(a) is Ei in the F-topology. Recall also that the logic 
action on Mod(a) is continuous for the F-topology. 
It follows, using the Baire category theorem in S,, that for any x E Mod(a) there 
is y 2 x and k E w such that if N = {g E S, : Vi < k(g(i) = i)}, then 
N. Y Cbl. 
From this and the definition of the F-topology, 
{ZE Mod(a): (d,,O ,..., k- 1) b ThF((d,,O ,..., k- l))}cN.yC[x]. 
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Thus ThF( (&,,, 0,. . . , k - 1) ) has only countably many non-isomorphic countable models 
and so (see, e.g., [22]) it has a (countable) F-atomic model, say (,Z92,no,. _. ,nk-1 j. 
Then z cz X, so for some 80,. . . , tk-1, (dx, (0,. . . , fk_1) is an F-atomic model. 
(iii) ==$ (i): Fix F as in (iii). Then we have that Vx E Mod(a)%f IV<” ({,tiX,G) 
is F-atomic). Since the property of being F-atomic is Bore& there is a Bore1 map 
f : Mod(a) + NCN such that ‘dx E Mod(o)((,&_X, f(x)) is F-atomic). Let T(x)= 
ThF(@‘,, f (xl) h
It is clear that we can view the space of all ThF( (A,;)), with ,&’ = (iw, -) a 
countable model of rr and 5 E M <N, as a standard Bore1 space X in a s~aightfo~ard 
way, viewing each ThF((A4,C)) as a subset of a fixed countable set of formulas, and 
that T : Mod(c) --+ X is a Bore1 function. Let Y be the set of all ThF((,.H,G)) EX 
which have a countable F-atomic model. Since this condition is equivalent to a simple 
syntactical condition on ThF( (&Z,G)), it follows that Y is Borel. It is clear that T: 
Mod(o) -+ Y. On Y define the following equivalence relation E: 
7’0 E Tt iff 3 countable F-atomic 
models (A,$, (A~,&) of 
TO, Ti resp., with A? 2 JV. 
By the uniqueness of atomic models, up to isomo~hism, it follows also that 
TOE Tl iff tl countable F-atomic 
models (A, ii), (N, 6) of 
TO, Tj resp., we have .A% 2 ..A’-. 
Now notice that our hypothesis implies that ‘+, is Borel, since for x, y 6~ Mod (a), 
x 2 y * 3n3i, 6 E N”( (dx, ii), (d,, 6) are 
F-atomic and ThF( (dX, G)) = ThF( {dy, 6))). 
Thus E is Bore1 and clearly E is coatable. Since obviously 
xzy w T(x)ET(y) 
our proof is complete. il 
We do not know if it is possible to obtain further results along these Iines. Call an 
equivalence relation E on a standard Bore1 space X essentially ~ype~~nite f E <B F, 
where F is Bore1 h~e~nite. Are there any model theoretic criteria to characterize 
when 2, is essentially hyperfinite? 
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5. Some examples 
We can use the characterizations of Section 4 to immediately see that various stan- 
dard examples of mathematical structures which have “finite rank”, in some sense, give 
rise to isomorphism relation which is essentially countable. 
Example 5.1. Consider the language of groups and the L,,, sentence cr whose models 
are the finitely generated groups. Then using Theorem 4.3 it is easy to see that %$, 
is essentially coatable. It is clear that the same holds if instead of finitely generated 
groups we consider finitely generated structures in any countable language. 
Example 5.2. In the same language, let (T be the L,,, sentence whose models are the 
finite rank torsion-free abelian groups (see [ 131). Then G$ is essentially countable. 
Example 5.3. Recall that a gruff is a structure with a symmetric, irreflexive binary 
relation. It is ZoculZy finite if every vertex has only finitely many neighbors. In the 
language of graphs let CT be the L,,, sentence whose models are the connected locally 
finite graphs. Let z be the sentence whose models are the locally finite trees (i.e., 
connected acyclic graphs). Then EC, + are essentially countable. Incidentally, it can 
be shown that the isomo~hism relation is no longer essentially countable if we drop 
the assumption of connectivity. 
Example 5.4. In the language of fields, let (T be the sentence whose models are the 
fields of finite transcendence d gree over Q. Again +, is essentially countable. 
Knowing that ga is essentially countable is an important first step in the understand- 
ing of the possible kind of invariants that can be used to classify countable models 
of o up to isomorphism. Equivalently, it gives important information on the “definable 
cardinality” of the set of isomorphism types of countable models of cr. 
The next step will be to identify Za (up to NB) within the hierarchy of countable 
Bore1 equivalence relations. For convenience let us call an equivalence relation E on a 
standard Bore1 space essentially Em if E -JB E,, where E, is the universal countable 
Bore1 equivalence relation as in Section 2. Similarly we define the concept of being 
essentially Eoo~ (where Eoo~ is the universal treeable countable Bore1 equivalence 
relation) and essentially Eo. 
We will illustrate this classification program by working out some examples. 
Example 5.5. Let L = {R} be the language with one binary relation symbol and rf 
the &,, sentence whose models are the structures of the form Y = (V,E), which are 
locally finite trees. It was shown in Jackson et al. 1161 that +=B E,, i.e., gsr is 
essentially Em. 
In particular, this also classifies the isomorphism relation gYt, where yr is the L,,, 
sentence whose models are the connected locally finite graphs, as being also essentially 
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E m. Thus grf -B EYr, i.e., the set of isomorphism types of connected locally finite 
graphs has the same “definable cardinality” as that of locally finite trees. 
Example 5.6. Let 9 2 Mod(rr) be the class of rigid (i.e., having no nontrivial auto- 
morphisms) locally finite trees. Then 9 is Borel, as one can easily see using K&rig’s 
lemma, so let r; be an L,,,- sentence such that W= Mod(rr). Then it turns out that 
Nr* NB Eoor, i.e., Zr; is essentially Emu. In particular, + <B ST,, so the set of 
isormorphism types of rigid locally finite trees has smaller “definable cardinality” than 
that of all locally finite trees. 
For the reader’s convenience and for further reference we will sketch the proof of 
Err -B E, from Example 5.5, and prove Zrr * ~8 Eoo~ from Example 5.6 (which uses 
related ideas). 
Consider the shift action of the free group on two generators F2 on 2F2: 
9. P(h) = PWIO 
Let E(2, F2) be the corresponding orbit equivalence relation. Let X 2 2F2 be the free 
part of the action, i.e., the set of all p E 2F2 for which g . p # p, if g # 1. Let 
F(~,Fz)=E(~,F~)IX. Then as shown in Jackson et al. [16] (see also [21]) E(2,Fz) MB 
E, and F(2,Fz) M Emu. 
We will now show that 
E(2,Fz) <B g!rr . 
(Thus NTf is essentially E,.) To do this we will encode elements p E 2F2 by locally 
finite trees as follows: 
Fix generators a, b in F2 and consider the Cayley graph of (Fz,a, b) (see, e.g., [25]). 
A member p of 2Fz can be viewed as a copy of the Cayley graph with each node 
labelled 0 or 1. (Every node of the Cayley graph is an element g E F2; if p(g) = i we 
label g by i.) We encode this by a tree TX E Mod(rr) as follows: First replace each 
edge 
9. 
a 
. 
g. rgI !:Iri . 
aok) 4s) 
and each edge 
g. 
b 
. 
242 
by 
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9 bsigf 
l h(g) 1 b(g) 
4’ MA 1’ b&) 
4’ b,(g) 4’ b,(s) 
9. . 
b,(g) brdg) 
Then for each vertex g labelled by 1 add a terminal vertex 
f. g- 
l . 
9 g’ 
We can easily view YX as having vertex set N, so TX E 
g’ and an edge from g to 
Mod(zr). Let iX : F2 --+ /V 
be defined by letting i,(g) be the vertex of TX corresponding to the vertex g of the 
Cayley graph by the above construction. We agree that i,( 1 )=O, where 1 is the identity 
of F2. 
Given x, y E 2F2 it is easy to see that if g E Fi is such that g . x = y, then there is a 
corresponding isomorphism g : Fx + TV induced in the obvious way (by shift) from 
g. Conversely, if 9 : TX + Fy is an isomorphism, then ~(0) = i,,(g), for a uniquely 
dete~ined g E Fzr with g .x = y and 9 = @. For further reference, note that if we put 
G(q) = g, then G(t,6 o cp) = G(~)G(~). Thus we have shown that 
xE(2,F2)y ($ 5x ” &,, 
so E(2,Fz) <is gtr (since x H 5x is clearly Borel). 
Next we will prove that 
First note that if x EX (= the free part of the shift action), then 9x is a rigid tree. 
Thus F(2,F2) <B +;. So it is enough to show that ZT; &F(2,Fz). (The argument 
below is a variant of an ardent used in Jackson et al. [16] for a proof that gzr is 
essentially countable.) 
Consider roofed trees, i.e., structures of the form $0 = (V, E, DO), where (V; E) is 
a tree and 2;0 E V. We call uo the moot of &. Let Lo = {Kc) be the language with 
one binary relation symbol and a constant symbol, Let zo (resp., r;) be the L&w 
sentence whose models are the locally finite rooted trees (resp., the structures of the 
form (V, E, ug), where (V, E) is a locally finite rigid tree). Using Proposition 4.2 it is 
easy to see that ZT,, is smooth, so it admits a Bore1 transversal. So we can view the 
quotient space Mod(ro)/ ZTo as a standard Bore1 space. 
Now define the following equivalence relation FO on Mod(zo): If x = (N,E, UO), y = 
(N, E’, z$,), then 
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Clearly ZTo C Fo. There is also a Bore1 map g : Mod(rf) -+ Mod(rc) such that 
x g Y @ &V’ody). 
So Erf <B Fo. Define now an equivalence relation 
[xl~obl H XFOY. 
Ro on Mod(ro)/ Era by 
Clearly FO <B Ro. Moreover, if F,‘, RG denote the restrictions of Fo, Ro to Mod(rG ), 
Mod( 7;; )/ +(; respectively, then clearly +; 6~ F,* <B Ri. So it is enough to prove 
that R,* 68Em~. 
First notice that R; is a countable Bore1 equivalence relation, so it is enough to 
show that it is treeable. This is proved as follows: 
Let x = (N, E, VO), y = (N, E’, 0;) and [x] R,* [y]. Then there is a unique isomorphism 
71 : (N, E) --+ (N, E’). Connect [x] with [y] by an edge iff the distance of rc(uo) from 
t& in the tree (N,E’) is 1. Using rigidity it is easy to see that this is well-defined and 
gives a tree in each RG-equivalence class. Moreover it is clearly defined in a Bore1 
way, which completes the proof that R; is treeable. 
Remark. Although this is not related to our main concerns in this paper, we would 
like to point out how the preceding codings can be used to give a new proof of a 
result of Adams and Lyons [2], which states that the class of rigid locally finite trees 
is not amenable (for the definition of amenability, see [2,17]). 
Consider the coding x H TX and the corresponding map ix : F2 --f N as before. 
Assume, toward a contradiction, that the class of rigid locally finite trees is amenable 
with witness @Y for each such tree 5. Consider the shift action of F2 on 2F2 and 
let X C 2F2 be its free part. Let p be the usual probability product measure on 2Fz, 
which is nonatomic and invariant for this action, and p(X) = 1. We will use this to 
produce an invariant finitely additive probability measure @ on F2, thereby getting a 
contradiction. 
For A c Fz and x EX define a set A, of vertices of FX as follows: For each g E A, 
let h = ga-‘, f = gb-‘, and put in A, the following vertices of YX: 
together with the terminal vertex g’ connected to g if x(g)= 1. (Here the reader should 
refer to the diagram given in the definition of TX.) Then A n B = 0 + A, n B, = 0. 
Now define @ : P(F2) --+ [0, l] by 
@(A) = J @x(A,)d&). 
Clearly @(F2) = 1 (as (Fz)~= the set of all vertices of TX) and A rl B = 8 a @(A U 
B) = @(A) + Q(B). We next check invariance: If x E X and g E Fz, then if @ : Fx -+ 
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Y&, is the ~o~esponding isomo~hism, we have that &Ax) = @A),.,, so @z(AA,) = 
~~~.~((@A)~.~). Thus 
= I @.K((gA)x)dp(x) (by the invariance of P> 
and the proof is complete. 
Remark. By the previous coding one can immediately see that if rn (resp., z,*) are the 
L o,w sentences whose models are trees (resp., rigid trees) of degree < n (i.e., every 
vertex has degree < n), then for any n 2 5, !+, NB Em and %; NB l&r. In fact with 
some additional coding work one can lower 5 to 3 here, which is best possible as gT2 
is easily smooth. 
We next consider the case of finite rank torsion-free abelian groups. Denote by cln the 
L w,w sentence whose models are the torsion-free abelian groups of rank d n, i.e., the 
subgroups of Q”. For n = 1, the standard classification theorem for rank 1 torsion-free 
abelian groups (see [13, Section 851) easily implies that gin, is essentially Ee, so one 
has a complete understanding of the type of invariants that are needed for classifying 
rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups. 
For n > 2, however, no satisfactory classification up to isomorphism of rank n 
torsion-free abelian groups has been found and this is one of the main problems of the 
theory of these groups (see [13, XIII]). Various invariants for classifying such groups 
have been considered in the literature (see again [13, XIII]). They basically work as 
follows: One assigns to each x E Mod(cc,) an invariant I(x) which can be canonically 
considered as a member of a standard Bore1 space X, and there is a Bore1 equivalence 
relation E on X such that 
See here also Friedman and Stanley [12]. Thus one can completely classify rank n 
torsion-free abelian groups by invariants which are members of the quotient space X/E. 
However, for the proposed classifications in the case n 2 2 the equivalence relations 
E are too complicated to provide any satisfactory structure theory (as opposed to the 
rank 1 case, where X, E are fairly transparent). 
Since Es, is essentially countable, we can try to quantify the difficulty in obtaining a 
satisfactory classification of higher than rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups by proposing 
the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 5.7. For n 3 2, gen is esse~tiu~ly Em. 
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If this conjecture is true one would know exactly what kind of complete inva~ants are 
possible for classi~ing rank n torsion-free abelian groups for n & 2. Since E, is much 
more complicated than Eo this would therefore give a quantitative xplanation of why 
any attempt at classification will have to involve a rather complex notion of equivalence 
between the proposed invariants which is necessarily much more complicated than that 
for rank 1 groups. 
Remark. One can look at ZX, for n 2 2 from another point of view that provides 
some additional evidence of possible complexity. If two subgroups A,B of Q” are 
isomorphic, then it is easy to see that there is an invertible linear transformation of 
the n dimensional vector space Q” that sends A to B. Consider the obvious Bore1 
action of GL(~,~) on the standard Bore1 space of all subgroups of Q” and let Zn 
be the corresponding equivalence. Then clearly gianwa En. Now since n 2 2 the group 
GL(n, Q) is quite complicated; it contains for example free groups of more than one 
generator. Thus it can generate, by appropriate Bore1 actions, equivalence relations 
which are Bore1 equivalent (in the sense of ME) to E, (see Jackson et al. [16]). This 
of course does not mean that we know how to prove that the particular action that 
gives rise to Zfl has this property (this is equivalent o Conjecture 5.7). However, if 
instead of this action one looks at a somewhat more complex one, namely the action 
of GL(n,Q) on the subsets (as opposed to subgroups) of Q” (so that we have the 
same action but on a bigger space), then one can show that the equivalence relation 
~o~esponding to this action is quite complex (in pa~icul~ not treeable) at least when 
n 3 3. This may be considered positive evidence for our conjecture. 
We conclude by stating two more conjectures related to Examples 5.1 and 5.4. 
Conjecture 5.8. The isomorphism relation on finitely generated groups is essentially 
E CY.2’ 
Conjecture 5.9. The isomorphism relation ofjnite transcendence degree over Q fields 
is essentially E,. 
It is worth mentioning here that as proved by Mekler [26] and Friedman and Stanley 
1121 the isomorphism relations for countable groups and countable fields are universal 
for the isomorphism relations %‘. of L,,, sentences CT, i.e., every such %& is dB to 
the isomorphism relation for countable groups and countable fields. 
6. Generic hyperfiniteness 
The main result in this section is that every essentially countable Bore1 equivalence 
relation is essentially hype&rite on a dense Gs set. This result extends a theorem of 
Sullivan et al. [33] which we now state. 
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Theorem 6.1 (Sullivan et al. [33]). Let G be a countable SPOUT and (&a) a Polish 
G-space. Ij” there is a dense orbit, then there is an invariant dense Gs set C E X with 
E, / C hyperfmite. 
From this it follows by standard arguments hat if E is a countable Bore1 equivalence 
relation on a Polish space X such that (i) every invariant Bore1 set is either meager 
or comeager, and (ii) the saturation of every meager set is meager, then there is an 
invariant dense Gs set C LX with E 1 C hyperfinite. 
Woodin has shown that one can drop (i) above and still find a (not necessarily 
invariant) dense G& set C such that E / C is hyperfinite. 
We can now state our main result in this section. 
Theorem 6.2. Let X be a Fo~~sh space and E a Borel eqa~vaien~e relation. If E is 
essentia& countable, then there is an invariant Bore1 comeager set C s X such that 
E 1 C is essentially hyperfinite. 
Remark. It should be pointed out here that this kind of result is far from true if we 
replace category by measure. For example, if we consider the shift action of Fz on 
2Fz and the associated equivalence relation E(2, Fz), and let ,U be the 
measure on 2F2, then for any Bore1 set A C 2Fz of positive p-measure 
not hyperfinite (see, e.g., [17]). 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 will be based on a series of lemmas. 
usual product 
E(2,&) ]A is 
Theorem 6.3. Let G be a Polish group and (X, a) a Polish G-space. FOP x, y E X put 
- - 
x&y * G.x=G.y. 
Then l?‘, is a Gs equivalence relation with E, S 8,. Let A 2 X have the Baire property. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is comeager. 
(ii) ‘d*x E X(A il Q is corneager in Q). 
(iii) V*x EX(A fl G . x is comeager in G . x). 
Proof. Let {Un} be an open basis for X. Then 
x&y ++Vn[UnnG.x#O * U,nG.y#0] 
Since G - U is open if U c X is open, clearly & is Gs. Note also that if H C G 
is a countable dense subgroup, and b is the restriction of a to H, then 8, = ,??b and -- 
H .x = G . n, so we can assume that G is countable. 
Since [xl% is a dense Gs in G .x the equivalence of (ii), (iii) is clear. 
(i) + (ii): Let U be dense open. It is enough to show that 
V*x E X( U n [x]g, is comeager in [x]~, ). 
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Clearly V*x EXVg E G(g.x E U). If g.x E U, Vg E G, then Un[x]~~ 2 G.x, so Utl[x]~~ 
is dense open in [x]~,. 
(ii) + (i): It is enough to show that if B CX is comeager and V 5 X is open 
nonempty, then A nBn V # 8. We can assume of course that B is dense Ga and (since 
G is countable) that it is invariant. Then by (ii) there is x EL? il V such that A fl [x]g” 
is comeager in [x]~,. We claim that B n [x]~, is dense in [xl,+,,. Fix open U CX with 
U n 1x1~~~ # Q). Then let g E G be such that g . x = y E U n [xl@, (as G . x is dense in 
[x]g<J. Then y E B, since x E B and B is invariant, so B 1’2 U n [x]~~ # 0. 
so B n m,, is dense Gs in [x]~“, thus A n B n [x]~~ is comeager in [x]~~, and since 
V n [x]~~, # 0, A n B n V n [x]~:, #0, and we are done. K’l 
Lemma 6.4. Let G be a countable group and (X,a) a Polish G-space. Then there is 
an invariant dense Gg set C CX such that Ea ] C is hyperfinite. 
Proof. Since the statement of the lemma is II:, we can assume, by the usual meta- 
mathematical arguments, that MAN, holds and so every Ci set has the Bait-e 
property. 
Consider the equivalence relation g:, as in Lemma 6.3. Every /?O-equivalence class 
D is an invariant Gs subset of X and the action of G restricted to D has the property 
that every orbit is dense, so by Theorem 6.1 there is an invariant dense Ga in D set 
AD such that E, 1 AD is hyperfinite. 
Let F(x) = G .x, so that F is a Bore1 function from X into .P(X). Let Y = {F(x) : 
x E X}. Since AIXl~O is an invariant dense G6 subset of F(x) it follows, by the uni- 
formization theorem for IT: sets, that there are dl functions g1,g2 with domain Y 
which for each F E Y assign: (i) a Bore1 code gl(F) of an invariant dense G6 subset 
B 91 (F) of (x : G .x = F}, and (ii) a Bore1 code gz(F) of a Bore1 automorphism TS2(~) 
of &,(F) such that & I&,(F) is the equivalence relation induced by TS2(~). (We view 
here gz(F) as being a Bore1 code of the graph of Ts2(~,.) 
Let now A C X be a dense Gs G-invariant set such that (gt o F) ] A, (92 o F) /A are 
Bore1 (since every Xi set has the Baire property). 
Put 
x E C H x E A and x E &,(F(x)). 
Then C is Bore1 and comeager in X by Lemma 6.3. Define also a Bore1 automo~hism 
T on C by 
T(x) = Y @ Tsz(~(x))(x) = Y, 
Then E,IC is induced by T, so is hyperfinite. By shrinking C if necessary we can of 
course assume that it is an invariant dense G6 set, and the proof is complete. 0 
Remark. The appeal to metamathematics could be avoided by using some uniformities 
implicit in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
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Lemma 6.5 (Woodin). Let E be a countable Bore1 equivalence relation on a Polish 
space X. Then there is a dense Gs set Y CX with the following property: If A C Y 
is meager, then its saturation [A]_z is meager. 
Proof. By Feldman and Moore [ 1 l] there is a countable group G = {qi} and a Bore1 
action a of G on X with E, = E. Let {U,,} be a basis of nonempty open sets for X. 
For each pair of integers PI, i for which it is possible, let P,, i be a Bore1 set comeager 
in U,, SO that qi 1 Pn,i is meager. Put X’ =X \ U, i gi . Pm,i. Then X’ is comeager, SO 
let Y CA? be dense Gs. We claim that this works.’ 
Let A C Y be Bore1 and meager. Then [A]E = G 1 A. So it is enough to show that 
g. A is meager for each g E G. Let gi = g -I. If q . A is not meager, let U,, be such that 
g . A is comeager in U,,. Then Pm,i is defined, and Pn,i and g - A n II,, are comeager in 
U,,, so let x E q. A n P,,i n U,. Then gi *x E A I-I qi(P+) = 8, a contradiction. q 
Lemma 6.6. Let E be a countable Bore1 equivalence relation on a Polish space X. 
Then there is a dense Gs set C c X such that E 1 C is hype@nite. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, we can assume, by restricting to a dense Gd, that the E- 
saturation of any meager set is meager. We can also clearly assume that X is perfect. 
Let again G be a countable group and let a be a Bore1 action of G on X with E = Ea. 
Then each Bore1 automorphism f&) = g .x sends meager sets to meager sets, so by 
a standard fact (see [20, 15.12]), there is an invariant dense Ga set Y CA such that 
each f, ) Y is a homeomorphism of Y, Thus the restriction of the G-action to Y is 
continuous, so by Lemma 6.4 there is an invariant dense GJ C g Y such that E/C is 
hype&mite. El 
Lemma 6.7. Let X, Y be Polish spaces and f : X -+ Y a Bore1 function. Then there 
exists a Polish topology z on Y, extending its original topology and thus having the 
same Bore1 sets, and there exists a Bore1 set B C Y such that: 
(i) B is z-closed. 
(ii) If B* C I3 is comeager in (B,z), then f -‘(B*) is comeaqer in X. Similarly, if 
B’ C: B has the Baire property and is nonmeager in (B, z), then f -'(B* ) is nonmeager 
in X. 
Proof. Consider the following a-ideal on Y: 
B E 4 w f-‘(B) is meager. 
Then clearly 9 restricted to the Bore1 sets satisfies the countable chain condition. It 
follows that for every open nonempty U CA’ there is a Bore1 set B(U) in Y such that 
(if V*x E U(f(x) f B(U)). 
(ii) There is no Bore1 set B c Y such that Vn E U(f(x) E B), B C B(U), and B(U)\ 
B #4. 
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Fix now a countable basis 9 of nonempty open sets for X and consider {B(U) : 
U E B}. This is a countable collection of Bore1 subsets of Y, so there is a Polish 
topology z on Y extending its original topology in which all B(U), U E 67, are open 
(see [20]). Fix now a dense Ga set C CX so that f 1 C : C + (Y, T) is continuous. 
Let B be the r-closure of f(C). 
For the first assertion of (ii), it is clearly enough to show that if V is open in (Y, z) 
and VnB is dense in (B, z), then f -‘( VnB)nC is dense in C (since then f -‘( VnB)nC 
is open dense in C). So fix U E &I in order to show that f -‘( V n B) n C rl U # 0. 
Now B(U) is r-open and B(U) intersects f(C) and thus B, so B(U) n (V n B) # 0. 
Assume, toward a contradiction, that f -‘( V n B) n C n U = 0. Then if x E C n U we 
have that f(x) @ VnB. So if B1 =B(U)\( VnB), then V*x E U(f (x) E BI). On the other 
hand, BI GB(U) and B(U)\B1=B(U)n(VnB), so, to get a contradiction, it is enough 
to show that {x: f(x)EB(U)n(VnB)} IS not meager. But B(U) n (V n B) is open 
in (B, r) and is nonempty, so it intersects f(C). Thus {x E C : f(x) E B(U) n (V n B)} 
is open nonempty in C, so nonmeager, and we are done. 
To prove the second assertion, first note that if B1 C B is meager in (B, z), then 
f-‘(B,) is also meager in X. Now let B’ G B have the Baire property and be non- 
meager in (B, 7). Then there is open nonempty W in (B, 7.) such that W \ B’ is meager 
in (B,T). So f-‘(W\B*)= f-‘(W)\ f-](B*) 1s meager in X. But f-‘(W) contains 
a nonempty open subset of C, so it is not meager, thus f-‘(B*) is not meager. 0 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 6.2: 
Let Y be Polish, F a countable Bore1 equivalence relation on Y and f : X + Y a 
Bore1 function witnessing that E 6 B F. Let r, B be as in Lemma 6.7. Consider F 1 B. 
By Lemma 6.6, let B” C B be dense Gs in (B, z) such that F 1 B* is hyperhnite. Let 
Ci = f -’ (B* ). Then Ci is comeager in X and E / Cl <B F 1 B*, so E 1 Cl is essentially 
hyperfinite. By shrinking it if necessary we can assume that Cl is dense Ga. 
So we have found a dense Gs set Ci LX, a Polish space Z (=(B*, T)) a hyperfinite 
Bore1 equivalence relation R (=F 1 B* ) on Z and a Bore1 map g : Ci -+ Z witnessing 
that E 1 Cl <B R. We apply Lemma 6.7 one more time, to find a bigger Polish topology 
(T on Z and a o-closed D G Z such that for D’ CD comeager (nonmeager with the 
Baire property) in (D,a), g-‘(D*) is comeager (nonmeager) in Ci and thus in X. 
In particular, D n g(Cl) is comeager in (D,o), so there is a dense Ga set D1 g D 
in (D,o) and a continuous function h : DI + Cl which is an inverse to g, i.e., for 
z E DI, g(h(z)) = z. Let 
C = [h(Dr 11~. 
Then C > g-‘(Dl), so C is comeager in X. We will now verify that C is Bore1 (it is 
clearly invariant) and there is a Bore1 function q : C + h(D1) such that q(x),%. This 
shows that f o q witnesses that E) C by R and the proof is complete. 
Note that h is 1-1, so h(D1) is Borel. Moreover h(D,) meets every E-equivalence 
class contained in C in a countable set. So if 
(x, y) E P H y E h(Dl ) and xEy, 
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then P is Bore1 and every section Px is countable. So (see [20]) 
{x : 3y(x, y) E P} = c 
is Bore1 and there is a Bore1 function 4 such that (x, q(x)) E P, i.e., q is as required. 
q 
For further reference notice that this proof of Theorem 6.2 establishes the following 
somewhat stronger version. 
Coroliary 6.8 (of the proof of Theorem 6.2). Let W be a Polish space, X a standard 
Bore1 space, p : W --+ X a Bore1 function, and E an essentially countable Bore1 
equivalence relation on X. Then there is a Bore1 invariant set C LX such that p-‘(C) 
is comeager in W and E 1 C is essentially hyperfinite. 
Proof‘ Let F be a countable Bore1 equivalence relation on a Polish space Y and 
f:X-+Y a Bore1 function witnessing E <B F. Let on W 
xE’y * p@)Ep(y), 
and define f : W --+ Y by f = g o p, so that f witnesses that E’ <B F. Then by the 
proof of Theorem 6.2 there is a Bore1 set A & W which meets every E-equivalence 
class in a countable (perhaps empty) set such that E’ /A is hype&rite and {&I is 
comeager (and Borel). Let B = p(A). As p is countable-to-l on A, B is Bore1 and 
clearly E 1 B is hyperfinite. Moreover, C = [B]E is Borel, p-‘(C) = [A]E~ is comeager, 
and E 1 C is essentially hype&rite. q 
Corollary 6.9. Let G be a Popish group and @,a) a Polish G-space, If E, is es- 
sentially countable, then there is an invariant dense Gs C LX such that E, ] C is 
essentially hype@nite. 
Proof. Let Co be a comeager invariant subset of X with E;, ] Ca essentially hype&rite, 
by Theorem 6.2. Let Ct C Cs be dense Gs and let C = {x : V*g E G(g -x E Cl)}. Then 
CCCo,soE,lC’ 1s essentially hyperfinite. By the basic properties of Vaught transforms 
C is Gs and by a simple use of Kuratowski-Ulam it is corneager. 0 
7. Canonical models and cocycies 
We will consider in the sequel an interesting concept of classification of models of 
an L,,, sentence first studied by Melles [27]. Roughly speaking, we will say that a 
o EL,,, admits canonical models if there is a “definable” way of choosing a represen- 
tative of each isomorphism class of countable models of CF, i.e., if there is a “dehnable” 
action S which to each countable model J4 of (r assigns a model St&‘) of (r such 
that 
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Of course one has to specify what level of “definabili~” one assigns for S but 
basically the results we will present here can be adapted to any reasonable notion of 
“definability” in set theory (sometimes using appropriate determinacy principles). For 
definiteness however and since this is our main concern in this paper, we will consider 
here the case where S is “Bore1 definable” in an appropriate way which we will now 
specify. 
Definition 7.1. Let (~E,!Q~. We say that d admits canonical models if there is mnc- 
tion S assigning to each countable model .4! of cr a countable model S(A) such 
that 
(i) & ??+ ,.ifr /== fT * S(&!) = S(,V) 2 JZ?; 
(ii) Fix .a, E JV coding in some canonical way (T {and the language L). Then there is 
z E Jtr with z, < r z (i.e., z, is recursive in z) such that for x E Mod(o), S(X) E &;i [x, z] 
and “.,& = S(X)” is uniformly C,(z) definable in .&,,;z[x,z], where o:“““~“= the first- 
ordinal not recursive in XI, . . . ,x,. 
Remark. As we mentioned earlier, in Hjorth and Kechris [ 151 a cr E L,,, for which 
gn is smooth is called concretely classifiable. This is equivalent to saying that there 
is a Bore1 function S: Mod(o) -+ Mod(o) such that x 2 y + S(x) = S(y) 2 x, i.e., 
requiring in the preceding definition S(A) to have universe N. So every concretely 
classifiable CT has canonical models. However there are inte~sting examples of D which 
have canonical models but are not concretely classifiable, for example (the theory of) 
rank 1 abelian torsion-free groups (see Section 9 below). 
We will next show that the property of admitting canonical models for o EL,,, 
has an equivalent formulation in terms of the logic action of S, on Mod(n). We 
will formulate a general property of Bore1 actions of Polish groups which we call the 
cocycle property and which appears to be of interest in its own right. It will then turn 
out that the cocycle property for the logic action of S, on Mod(a) is equivalent to 
CJ admitting canonical models. The possibility of such an equivaIence, which led us to 
the formulation of the cocycle property, was first brought up during a discussion with 
A. Hales and G. Melles, ~onceming the classification problem for finite rank torsion 
free abehan groups. 
Definition 7.2. Let E be an equivalence relation on a set X and H a group. A cocycle 
of E into H is a map a : E -+ H such that 
xEyEz ==+ c((x,z) = a(y,z)a(x,y). 
(Note that this implies that a+,~) = 1 and U(X, y) = a( y,x)-’ if xEy.) 
Assume now that G is a Polish group and (X,a) a Bore1 G-space. We say that X 
has the cocycle property if there is a Bore1 cocycle a : E, + G such that 
xE‘zy =+ c&y) -x = y. 
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Remark. Note that if X has the cocycle property, then actually E, is Borel. Because 
(see, e.g., [20, 12.21) let ct* :X2 + G be a Bore1 extension of a. Then 
xE,y H a*(~, y) .x= y, 
so E, is Borel. 
One can also consider more general versions of the cocycle property in which tl is 
not required to be Bore1 (so that E, may also not be Borel) but “definable” in some 
other sense. 
A standard example of an action with the cocycle property is a free action (i.e., 
g . x # x, if g # 1). Then for each xE,y there is a unique g = a(x, y) such that 
a(x, y) . x = y. It is trivial to see then that 01 is a Bore1 cocycle. However it follows 
easily from the results of Section 8 that there are some interesting examples of non 
free actions with the cocycle property. 
We can now state our main result in this section. 
Theorem 7.3. Let cr EL,,,. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Q admits canonical models; 
(ii) The logic action of S, on Mod(a) has the cocycle property. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Let S,z be as in 7.1. It is enough to find a function I with the follow- 
ing property: For some w E JV with z <r w, and for all x E Mod(a), Z(x) E &,;.‘” [x, w], 
‘I = Z(x)” is uniformly C,(w) definable in L,y[x,w], and Z(x) is an iso- 
morphism of x with S(x). Because then if x E,, y we can define a(x, y)=Z(y)-’ oZ(x). 
To find I, note that EI, is Bore1 (by (ii) of Definition 7.1), so by Becker and Kechris 
[6] there is a Bore1 function f : g’,--+ S, with f(x, y) . x = y. Say f is d;(w) for 
w E JV, z < r w. Now in a uniform C,(w) way we can define in L,y [x, w] a function 
assigning to each x E Mod(a), x’ E Mod(a), and an isomorphism J(x) of x’ with 
S(x). Put Z(x) = J(x) 0 j-(x,x’). 
(ii) + (i): Given any cocycle b:‘+,~ S, with b(x, y) . x = y (the action being 
the logic action here), there is a natural way to construct a canonical model for each 
isomorphism class, as follows: Let x E Mod(a) and consider [x] = {y E Mod(a) : y E 
x} and the product [x] x N. Define an equivalence relation on it by 
(v,m) N (w,n) @ P(,bw)(m) =n 
(recall that /?(y, w) is an isomorphism from y onto w). That it is an equivalence relation 
follows immediately from the fact that p is a cocycle. Let A, = ([xl x N)/ N be the 
quotient space. We can turn it into a structure Jle, for the language L as follows: Let 
R be a k-ary relation symbol in L. Put 
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Again using the cocycle property this is well-defined. Finally there is a canonical 
isomo~hism fX of J@‘~ onto AX: 
fx(m) = [x, ml-. 
So if we let S(A) = AX for any x E Mod(o) with & % x (when ~2’ is a countable 
model of a), then (i) of Definition 7.1 is clearly satisfied. However even if fi is Borel, 
in general (ii) is not satisfied. So we have to modify this construction in order to insure 
(ii), using generic&y arguments. 
Fix a parameter z E JV which encodes u,L, and a Bore1 code of tl. Then % is 
d;(z) and so by Becker and Kechris [6] and Nadel 1311 the canonical Scott sentence 
o, of any x E Mod(~) is an element of Lo;-2 fx,z] and is ~ifo~ly Cl -definable in that 
structure from X,Z. (See Barwise [5] for the definition of Go.) 
For y,z E Mod(e) and m, n E N let 
(y,m) N (w,n) H y 2 w and a(y,w)(m) = n. 
Then N is a A!(z) equivalence relation. In particular, it is absolute for any admissible 
set containing z. The same holds for ~1. 
Fix x E Mod(a). We will describe a sequence of constructions that will eventually 
produce S(x), the canonical model associated to x. It should be noted that at each stage 
the resulting objects depend only on the isomorphism type of x. 
Consider the canonical Scott sentence 0,. Let PX= Coll(~,~C(~~)) be the forc- 
ing that makes TC(cr,) countable. It belongs in the admissible set L,;.z[x,z], so if 
G C P.l is L,~.~[cr~,z]-generic, then&~z[o~,z][G] is admissible as well. Moreover, there - 
is x0 EL,,;~[~~,z][G],xo E Mod(a), such that x0 E x (i.e., x0 + 0;). In fact we can 
find a term z, l L,;.z[rr,,z], uniformly Cl -definable from 5,,z such that 
Fix a countable model M of ZFCN (N large enough) containing x,z, a,, PX. 
Claim 1. 
(Here every generic G C P.x x lFDx is viewed as a product G = Gf x G,. of mutual 
generics G/, G, C Px. ) 
Proof. Fix n,p. If the claim fails, by the usual arguments, we can construct a family 
(Go),,, w of M-generics for PX such that if a # b E 2”, then, 
(i) G, x Gb is M-generic for Pn x PX below (p, p); 
(ii) ~(Po,P~)E(G,,G~)[(Po,PI) I’-fyx$, -3d~rl,n) - (~[~~l,n)l; 
and so we have by absoluteness 
(iii) -(dGl,n> - f7AG1,~). 
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This however leads to the conclusion that there are continuum many --equivalence 
classes in ((y, n) : y e x}, which is clearly a contradiction. q 
By absoluteness again we can replace A4 in Claim 1 by L,;.z[x,z] and so by the 
forcing theorem over this model we have 
Then C, EL,;; [oX,z] and is uniformly Cl-definable in L,;:[x,z] from rrX,,z. Notice that 
by absoluteness again it depends only on the isomorphism type of x. 
For (p,m),(q,n)E C, let 
Again zX E L,;.i[ *, 1, t . CTz i IS uniformly Cl-definable in &,;.~[a,,~] from oX,z, and de- 
pends only on the isomorphism type of x. Finally, it is easily seen to be an equivalence 
relation. 
Moreover m depends only on the =:,-equivalence class of (q,n). 
Proof. The uniqueness of m follows from the fact that (x,m) N (x, m’) =+ m = m’ 
and the absoluteness of N. The last statement is also clear. It only remains to show 
existence. 
Now from the definition of - and absoluteness again it is clear that there is m E N 
and qo d q such that 
Qd~,,zl I= 
i 
40 h, CGQ,fi) - tx,m) I . 
Since (q,n) E C, we have that 
LJ;.+xJl t= 
1 
(4>40) hw% MG4,~) N cTx[~;rl,~) 
I 
> 
so 
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Now put 5, = CJ zX. We will define an L-structure S(X) with universe S, as follows: 
Let R be a k-ary relation symbol in L. Then RS(x)([ql,nl],,...,[qk,nk]=) holds iff in 
L,;.: [crX,z] the condition (41,. . . , qk) of the product forcing P, x . . . x Px forces the 
statement 
where G; corresponds to the ith copy of P,. 
If m, corresponds to [qi,ni]- by the Claim 2, then it is easy to check, using the 
cocycle property and absoluteness, that 
RS(X)([q~,n~l=,...,[q~,n~l=) @ x l=R(w,...,mk). (2) 
So R’(“) is well-defined. Moreover it is clear that S(x) E .&;:[a,,~] and is uniformly 
Cl -definable in this structure from gXx,z, so, in particular, it belongs to L,,;.? [x,z] and 
is uniformly Cl -definable in this structure from x,z. Moreover S(X) depends only on 
the isomorphism type of x. 
It just remains to show that S(x) E’ X. Define ,f : S, + N by 
f’(h nl= > = m, given by Claim 2. 
From Claim 2 it follows easily that f is l-l and by (2) before it will follow that f 
is an isomorphism, if we can show that f is onto. But if G C: P, is L,,;.:[a,,z]-generic 
and m E N, there must be some n E N with a(r,[G],x)(n) =m, so there is q E G with 
-L;.~[~A,zl b 
[ 
4 lb! (~J~l,~) N km) 
I 
, 
thus (q,n) E C, and f([q,n],) = m as required. 0 
Remark. As we mentioned earlier there are analogs of Theorem 7.3 for other notions of 
definability. For example, assuming ZF+AD+V=L( R), for any u E L,,, the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) There is a function S mapping countable models of c to countable models 
(equivalently to hereditarily countable models) such that .4’ ” X + S(d) = S(N) 2 
.K. 
(ii) There is a cocycle x:N,+ S, such that a(x,y) is an isomorphism of x, y for 
any x %.a y. 
Similar versions can be proved for finer notions of definability (like, e.g., di, pro- 
jective, etc.) under appropriate determinacy hypotheses. 
8. Cocycles and treeability 
As we mentioned before, the cocycle property for an action can be viewed as a 
generalization of freeness. There is however a totally different situation under which 
the cocycle property is valid, which has several interesting consequences. 
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We call an equivalence relation E on a standard Bore1 space X essentially treeable 
if E <B F, where F is a treeable countable Bore1 equivalence relation on a standard 
Bore1 space Y. 
Theorem 8.1. Let G be a Polish group and (X,a) a standard Bore1 G-space. Zf E, 
is essentially treeable, then (X, a) has the cocycle property. 
Proof. Let Y be a standard Bore1 space, F a countable treeable Bore1 equivalence 
relation on Y and f : X -+ Y a Bore1 function such that x&y # ~(~)~~(y). 
Since E* is an essentially countable quivalence relation induced by the Bore1 action 
of a Polish group, it follows as in Theorem 1.5 of Kechris [ 181 and its proof that 
there is a Bore1 Z s X meeting every orbit in a countable nonempty set (see also the 
discussion of Example (i) of p. 285 in [18]). Clearly also f /Z shows that E, ] Z <B F 
and of course E, ] Z is a countable Bore1 equivalence relation. 
Since the class of countable treeable Bore1 equivalence relations is closed downward 
under <B (see Jackson et al. [16]), it follows that E, 12 is treeable. 
Put 
R(x,z) w ~E_X andzfZ andxE,z. 
Then R C X xX is Bore1 and Vx f X (Rx is countable), so by a standard uniformization 
theorem there is a Bore1 function p : X -+ Z such that R(x, p(x)), i.e., x&p(x). 
Since E, } Z is treeable, by definition there is an acyclic Bore1 graph (2, S) on Z 
such that for x, y E Z, xE,y -S x, y are in the same connected component of (Z, S). 
Let also < be a Bore1 ordering on X and put S+ = S n <. Then S’ is Bore1 and 
(u,v)~S+ + (u,u)ES =+ uE,v+ 3g(g+u=v) H G,,,={gfG : g.u=u) # 0. Since 
E, is Bore1 it follows from Becker and Kechris [6] that the map (u,u) E E, H G,,, 
is Bore1 from E, into F(G), the space of closed subsets of G with the Effros Bore1 
structure. By a standard fact about .9(G), see, e.g., Kechris [20], let s : F(G)\(e)} + G 
be a Bore1 function with s(F) E F. Let p + : S+ -+ G be defined by /?(a, V) = s(G,,,). 
Thus (u, u) E s+ =+ p+(zl, 0) . u = u. 
Next define /I : Ea / 2 --+ G as follows: 
(i) P(z,z) = 1; 
(ii) If uE, u, u # u, u, u E Z, let u = U&Q SUZ . . . Su, = u be the unique path in (Z, S) 
from 24 to C. Put 
P(%V) = P*(~n-l~~n)B*(~n-2,~n--I)“.P*(UO1U1), 
where for x, y E Z, (x, y) ES we let 
B*(x,y)= ;;;;:_, 
C 2 
;;c;;:;;; 
3 
Clearly j3 is Bore1 and it is not hard to check that it is a cocycle from E, ) Z into G 
with b(u, v) . u = v. 
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Now for any x EX, Gr,p(X) # 0, so again let q(x) = s(G~,~(~)), so that q(x) E G and 
q(x) * n = p(x). Finally, put for xE,y 
+9 Y) = q(Y)-‘P(p(x), p(y))q(x). 
Then CI : E, + G is Bore1 and it is easy to check that it is a cocycle with 
a(x, v) . x = y. 
So (X,a) has the cocycle property. El 
From Theorem 8.1 it follows that if E is a treeable countable Bore1 equivalence 
relation on a standard Bore1 space X, then for any countable group G and any Bore1 
action a of G on X with E, =E, (X, a) has the cocycle property. It would be interesting 
to determine if the converse is true. 
Problem 8.2. Let E be a countable Bore1 equivalence relation on a standard Bore1 
space X. Assume that for any countable group G and any Bore1 action a of G on X 
with Eh = E the G-space (X, a) has the cocycle property, Is E treeable? 
Also from Theorems 8.1 and 7.3 we obtain that if o EL,,, is such that Na is 
essentially treeable, then o admits canonical models. 
Finally, since one can easily constrnct nonfree actions (X, a) of countable groups with 
E, treeable, we see that the cocycle property is a proper genemlization of freeness. 
Since every h~e~nite Bore1 equivalence relation is treeable we obtain immediately 
the following corollary from Theorem 8.1, Lemma 6.2 and Corollary 6.9. 
Corollary 8.3. Let G be a Polish group, (X,a) a Bore1 G-space. If E, is essentially 
countable, then there is an invariant Bore1 comeager set C CX such that (C,a) has 
the cocyle property. If moreover (X,a) is a Polish G-space, C can be also taken to 
be a dense Gs, 
In particular, if cr E L,, o and Za is essentially countable, then for any Polish topology 
on Mod(c) for which the logic action is Borel, it follows that there is an isomorphism 
invariant Bore1 subset CC Mod(o) comeager in that topology, say of the form C= 
Mod(t), for some L,,, sentence r logically impl~ng g, such that one has canonical 
models on C, i.e., z admits canonical models. For example, this is true for the F- 
topology, for any countable fragment F of L,,, containing c. 
In fact, we have a somewhat stronger conclusion. 
Corollary 8.4. Let a E L,,, with ZV essentially countable. Let X be a Polish space 
and f : X + Mod(a) a Borel function. Then there is an isomorphism invariant Bore1 
set C C Mod(a), say C= Mod(z), such that t has canonical models, and f-‘(X) is 
comeager in X. 
Proof. By Coroilary 6.8 and Theorem 8.1, the fact that hyperfinite implies treeable, 
and Theorem 7.3. 0 
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Remark. Theorem 8.1 shows that a certain type of information about Zg in the hierar- 
chy of essentially countable Bore1 equivalence relations, implies that 0 admits canonical 
models. However, one can easily construct for each countable Bore1 equivalence rela- 
tion E a theory @E f L,,, with %A -B E, so that the logic action on Mod(cr) is free, 
thus it has the cocycle property and rs admits canonical models. So the existence of 
canonical models for cr with %, essentially countable, does not tell much about %, in 
our context. To construct GE, without loss of generality, we can assume that E lives 
on Vw+t (the (w + I )th level of the rank hierarchy). We can view Yo+i as a Polish 
space identif~ng it with 2r5a1. Consider now the language L = {f} of set theory and 
let for CI < 01 
A, = {x E XL : d, = (N, E,) t= extensionality and 
(FV, E,) is well-founded of rank < cz}. 
Let then 
x,= {XEA,+, : the Mostowski collapse of &‘, is the transitive closure of an 
E-equivalence class}. 
Then XE is an isomo~hism-inva~~t Bore1 subset of XL, so let c& be in L,,, such 
that Mod((TE) =X.. It is easy to see now that sOE NB E and that the logic action on 
A 0+1, and thus on Mod(crE ), is free. 
9. Torsion-free abelian groups 
We will denote by clbo the L,,, sentence whose countable models are the infinite rank 
torsion-free abelian groups and CI, the L,,, sentence whose models are the torsion-free 
abelian groups of rank < n. 
Melles 1277 has shown that a, does not admit canonical models. He uses a forcing 
argument with a countable notion of forcing. Thus for G= c(, he essentially produces 
a Polish space X and a Bore1 function f : X + Mod(o) for which the conclusion of 
Corollary 8.4 fails. This implies therefore that Nor, is not essentially countable. The 
following problem seems however to be open (see [12]). 
Problem 9.1. Is it true that for any (iELcoicu, % <is %,? 
Also this result of Melles along with Corollary 6.8 and Theorems 8.1 and 7.3 shows 
that the assumption that E is essentially countable is necessary in Corollary 6.8 even 
when E (in that result) is of the form E, for a Polish G-space @,a). 
Now consider cl,. We already mentioned that Nn, is essentially h~e~nite, from 
which it follows immediately that tll (the theory of rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups) 
admits canonical models. This can be also proved directly, as Melles pointed out. 
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Concerning a, for n 2 2, i.e., rank higher than 1 torsion-free abeiian groups, we do 
not know that they do not admit canonical models, although it is natural to conjecture 
that this is the case. However, a proof of this conjecture cannot use countable notions 
of forcing, as with x~, in view of Corollary 8.4. In Theorem 10.9 we show how a 
different, ergodic theoretic technique, can be used to show that the theory of locally 
finite trees does not admit canonical models. We do not know if this technique applies 
to x, (for y1 2 2). In view of Theorems 8.1 and 7.3, a proof that c(, has no canonical 
models would also imply that gx, is not treeable if n 3 2. In particular, %z,J would 
be quite complicated (e.g., not hype~nite, thus +., <B sa, for n > 2) and therefore 
would lend more evidence for the truth of Conjecture 5.7. 
10. A result of Adams and Spatzier and its cons~uenc~ 
Here we will discuss a result of Adams and Spatzier 131, which provides a powerful 
tool for establishing the failure of the cocycle property for certain actions of countable 
groups, and therefore can be used to prove nontreeability results as well as nonexistence 
of canonical models. 
We first need some definitions. 
Definition 10.1. A countable group G is called a ~u~~~u~ gauge if it has the following 
property: 
Given a unitary representation 50 : G -+ U(H), i.e., a homomorphism of G into the 
unitary group U(H) of a separable Hilbert space H, if 9 almost has invariant unit 
vectors, then 40 has an inva~ant unit vector. 
Here tp almost has invariant unit vectors if for every E > 0 and every finite F 5 G 
there is a unit vector x E H with II&g)(x) - 11 x < a,Vg E F. An invariant unit vector 
of q is a unit vector x E H with q(g)(x) =x, \Jg E G. 
For the theory of Kazhdan groups see Zimmer 1351 and de la Harpe and Valette [8]. 
Examples of (infinite) Kazhdan groups include SL(n,Q, for n 2 3. 
Definition 10.2. Let G be a group and (X,a) a G-space, i.e., a set X together with an 
action a : G x X -+ X of G on X. Let H be a group. Then a cocycle of the G-space 
X into H is a map a : G x X -+ H such that 
We now have the following theorem: 
Theorem 10.3 (Adams and Spatzier [3]). Let G be a countable Kazhdan group, X a 
standard Bore1 G-space and g a BoreI probability measure on X, which is G-invariant 
and ergodic (i.e.* every invariant BoreI set has ~-measure 0 or 1). Let F, be the free 
group with n generators, for n = 1,2,. . . , NCJ, If c1 : G xX --) F,, is a Bore1 cocycle, then 
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c( is cohomologous to the trivial cocycle, i.e., there is a Bore1 function A : X + F, 
such that 
cr(g,x) = A(x)A(g .x)-l p-a.e. (x). 
(Actually Adams and Spatzier [3] prove a stronger esult which we will not need 
here.) 
For the convenience of the reader who might not be fluent with the language of 
ergodic theory, we will give a detailed and self-contained exposition of the Adams- 
Spatzier proof in Appendix A. In Appendix B we will also prove a general cocycle 
reduction result which includes Theorem 10.3 and an earlier result of Zimmer [35]. 
We will now present some applications of Theorem 10.3. 
Let E be an equivalence relation on a standard Bore1 space X. A probability Bore1 
measure p on X is E-ergodic iff every E-invariant Bore1 set has p-measure 0 on 1. 
This is easily equivalent o asserting that for any standard Bore1 space Y and any 
E-invariant Bore1 function f : X + Y, f is constant p-a.e. We relativize this notion 
as follows: 
Definition 10.4. Let E be an equivalence relation on a standard Bore1 space X and 
F an equivalence relation on a standard Bore1 space Y. Let p be a probability Bore1 
measure on X. A Bore1 function f : X + Y is (E,F)-invariant if xEy + f(x)Ff(y). 
We say that p is (E, F)-ergodic if for every (E, F)-invariant Bore1 function f : X --+ Y, 
there is an F-equivalence class C such that f(x) EC, p-a.e. (x). 
Thus p is E-ergodic iff p is (E, d(Y))-ergodic, for any standard Bore1 space Y, 
where d(Y)= equality on Y. 
The following consequence of Theorem 10.3 combines and extends 1.7 and 1.8 of 
Adams and Spatzier [3] (for group actions). 
Theorem 10.5. Let G be a countable Kazhdan group, (X,a) a standard Bore1 G- 
space and pi a G-invariant, ergodic measure on X. If F is any treeable countable 
Bore1 equivalence relation, then p is (E,,F)-ergodic. 
Proof. Let F be on Y and let f : X + Y be Bore1 and (E,,F)-invariant. By Feldman 
and Moore [l l] there is a Bore1 action b of F N,, on Y such that Eb = F. Since F is 
treeable, we have by Theorem 8.1 that there is a Bore1 cocycle /I : F + FN~ with 
P(x, Y 1 . x = Y. 
For (g,x) E G x X let 
4&X) = P(f (x)2 f(g . a-’ 
Then a is a Bore1 cocycle of the G-space X into FN~, so by Theorem 10.3 let A : X + 
FN,, be Bore1 with 
tx(g,x) = A(x)A(g *x)-l, p-a.e.(x). 
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As FH~ is countable, let M &X be a Bore1 set of positive measure such that A is 
constant on M. Then 
is a Bore1 probability measure on M which is E, 1 M-ergodic. If x, y EM and xEOy, say 
g.x=y, then a(g,x)=A(x)A(y)-‘= 1, so B(f(x),f(y)>= 1, and since B(f(x),f(~))~ 
f(x) = f(y) we have that f(x) = f(y). So f IM is E, )M-invariant, thus by er- 
godicity there is a Bore1 set N CM with p(N) = p(M) such that f ) N is constant, 
say f(N) = (2) f or some z E Y. By ergodicity again G . N has p-measure 1. 
If x E G . N, there is g E G such that g . x E N, so f(x)Ff(g . x) = z, i.e., f maps 
G. N into [.z]F. Cl 
In particular, if ,U is not atomic (i.e., ~({x}) = 0), E, is not treeable [3]. 
The hypotheses of Theorem 10.5 are satisfied if G is an infinite Kazhdan group, 
X = 2G, G acts on X by shift and p is the usual product measure on 2G. For this 
action, therefore, Efl is not treeable. 
Remark. One can also prove Theorem 10.5 by using 1.7 of Adams and Spatzier [3] 
and the fact, see Jackson et al. [16], that any treeable Bore1 equivalence relation can 
be Bore1 embedded in the equivalence relation induced by a free Bore1 action of F2. 
Note that the proof of Theorem 10.5 also establishes the following. 
Theorem 10.6. Let G,X, p be as in Theorem 10.5. Ler 1 d n < No and let (Y, b) be 
a Bore1 F,-space. If Y has the cocycle property, then ~1 is (E,, Eb)-ergodic. 
As an application of Theorem 10.6 we can show that the shift action of F, (n 2 2) 
does not have the cocycle property. 
Corollary 10.7. Let 2 < n < No. The shift action of F,, on 2Fn does not have the 
cocycle property. 
Proof. Denote this shift action by s. By Jackson et at. [16], for any countable Bore1 
equivalence relation E on X, we have a Bore1 embedding f : X + Y with xEy + 
f (x)EJ( y). Apply now Theorem 10.6 to Y = 2”, b =s, G an infinite Kazhdan group, 
X=2G, a the shift on 2G, and p the usual product measure on 2’, to get a contradiction. 
We can also obtain a corollary concerning the relationship of Emu (= the universal 
treeable countable Bore1 equivalence relation) and E, (= the universal countable Bore1 
equivalence relation). It is proved in Jackson et al. [ 161 (based on earlier work of 
Adams), that E,T <B l&T <B Em. 
Corollary 10.8. E, & EgT. In particular 
Eoo~ <BE&~ <BELT < *.. <sEm. 
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Proof. Let E, live on X and Emr on Y. Let the Bore1 function f : X --+ Y’ witness 
that E, s& EkT, toward a contradiction. Put fifx) = f(x)i. Then fi is (Ew,Eoo~)- 
invariant. Let g witness that E, <BE,, where a is as in Theorem 10.5, with p non- 
atomic. Then fi o g is (&, Ear)-invariant, so it maps into a single E,r-equivalence 
class h-a.e. So fog maps into a single E :,-equivalence class p-a.e., contradicting the 
fact that E, 6 8 EkT. cl 
Finally, we use Corollary 10.7 to show that the theory of locally finite trees does 
not admit canonical models. 
Theorem 10.9. The theory q of locally $nite trees does not admit canonical models. 
Proof. Assume this fails. Then by Theorem 7.3 the logic action of S, on Mod(zr) has 
the cocycle property. Let the Bore1 cocycle c1 witness that. Recall the coding x E 2F2 I-+ 
yX E Mod(rr) as in Section 5. Now consider the shift action a of F2 on 2F2. Recall that 
if g E F2 is such that for X, y f 2F2, g . x = y, then there is co~espon~ng isomo~hism 
8 : Fx + ‘9Q induced by g. Conversely, if cp : Fx + Fy is an isomo~hism, then there 
is a canonicaIly determined gE F2 with q = g and g mx = y, which we denote by G( VP), 
We also have G($ o ~0) = G(~)G(~). 
Now if x, y E ZZFZ and xE,y, then ZKX % Fy, so af9& yy) is an isomo~hism of r’ 
with yy. Put /3(x, y) = G(cr(rX, yy)). Then /3(x, y) E F2 and p(x, y) +x = y. Moreover if 
xE,yE,z, then it is easy to check that p&z) = P(y,z)&x,y). So p, which is clearly 
Borel, shows that the shift action of F2 on 2Fz has the cocycle property, contradicting 
Corollary 10.7. c1 
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Appendix A 
We give here a detailed self-contained exposition of the proof of the Adams-Spatzier 
result in Section 10. 
We will first need a basic definition. A function p : X2 + C (X any set) is called 
positive despite if f= ~(~)~(~)~(~, y) >, 0, for all finitely supposed q : X -+ Cc. 
Recall now the statement of the Ados-Sparer theorem. Put below F = F,. Let 
L(F) be the linear space of complex valued cp : F + B= of finite support. If p : F2 --+ @ 
is positive definite and r > 0 put 
(cp¶ i&J = I)3 cp(x)$(Y)Pfx* Y) + r c cp(~Ml(X)- 
X,J‘EF XEF 
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Then (~,~) P,r 3 0 and (9, v-))~,~ = 0 iff 9 = 0. So (,)P,r is an inner product on L(F) 
and we let Hp,r be its completion, which is clearly a separable Hilbert space. 
Let F act on L(F) by shift: g . cp(x) = &g-‘n). If p(x, y) is left-invariant, i.e., 
p(gx,gy)=p(x,y), &EF, then (B.cP,g.ll/)p,r=((P,Ij/jp,r, socp ++ PCP extends uniquely 
to H,, and gives a unitary operator on H,,. Denote it also by u H g * u (u E HP,,). 
Thus we have a homomorphism of F into U(H,,,), i.e., a unitary representation of F 
into HP,,.. 
For y E F denote by xs E L(F) the characteristic function of (9). Given u f HP,? let 
~2 : F --+ 62 be given by 
u”(g) = 04 Xs)* 
Since {x~)~~F spans L(F), clearly u t--) u” is 1-l. Note that 
Yew) =(s . a, Kh) 
= 1ij-G . pi. xh), 
where qi E L(F), Cpi + U. But for ~0 EL(F), 
(Cl. CPI a) =kwl . Xh) 
so g-(h) = (u, xg-lh} = ii(g-‘h) = g. G(h), where g ’ ti refers to the shift action of F 
on C”. So if we identify u with u”, the unitary action of F on HP,, simply becomes 
the shift action of F on fi,, = (6 : u E Hp,r}. 
We will now choose an appropriate p, which is left-invariant. For that we need the 
following lemma. 
Lemma A.l. Let .Y = (V, E) be a countable tree and 6(x, y) the distance function oj 
V. Then jbr any q > 0, p4(x, y) = e-@@y) is positive dejinite. 
Proof. Call C C V convex if the path connecting any two points of C is contained in 
C. We prove by induction on card(C), that if CC V is finite and convex, then for 
every qn : C -+ C, 
Z;(p) = C cp(u)cp(a)e-q”(U’“) & 0.
U,UEC 
This is clear for card(C)= 1. So assume it is true for card(C)=n, and let card(C)=&- 1. 
Fix a terminal node D,+I E C and let C* = C \ {u,+i }. Then there is a unique node 
v, E C” which is a neighbor of v,+l. Define cp* : C* + @ by 
q*(v) = Y(U), if pi # 21~ 
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Then using the fact that for u E C, u # u,+r , we have 6(u, u,+r ) = 6(u, v,) + 1, we 
calculate 
C(V) = c cp(u)cp(v)e-Q6(U’U) 
u,uEC\{u”,u.+l~ 
+ C cp(u)(cp(u,) + cp(v,+~)e-q)e-q6(U,“~) 
uEc\to&+l) 
+ C cpO(q(v,) + cp(v,+l)e-q)e-q6(U’“~) 
uEc\tu”,%+l) 
+cp(u,+l )cp(u,)e-q + cp(an)cP(u,+l)e-q + cp(u,+l )cp(r,+l) + CP(V~)CP(~~) 
=Vcp* ) - (P*(u, )cp’(u,) 
+cp(u,+l )cp(u,)e-q + cp(Qcp(~~+l )eeq + cp(v,+l )cp(v,+l) + cp(Mf$vn) 
=C(cp*) + (1 - e-24) I (p(v,+~)l* > 0, 
since by induction hypothesis C(cp* ) 2 0. 0 
Applying this to the Cayley graph of F and its distance function d(x, y), if we let 
p,(x, y) = e-qd(x,y), 
then pq is positive definite and it is clearly left-invariant. Let 
4 = HNl 
be the associated Hilbert space. Put also 
K, = HII,,, for n > 1, 
and 
Kx, = @Z&y 
n 
the Hilbert space direct sum of {H,,}. Then F acts unitarily on H, by 
9 * (4 = (9. un). 
The following is a simple but important fact. 
Lemma A.2. Zf u E Hq, then G(g) -+ 0 us d( 1, g) + 00. (Here, l= identity of F. ) 
Proof. Since u”(g) = (24, xs)pq,q it is enough to show this for u = cp E L(F). We have 
kAxg)P,,q = C cp(x)Xs(y)e-qd(x,y) + 4 C cp(x)xsO 
= C cp(x)e-qd(xvg) + q(p(g) 4 0, 
as d(l,g) --+ 00. 0 
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We will next need a transfer of the notion of Kazhdan property to actions. If G is 
a countable group, (&a) a Bore1 G-space, and p a probability Bore1 measure on X, 
we say that X is Ku&fan for ~1 if it satisfies the following property: 
For any Bore1 cocycle p : G xX --+ U(H), where H is a separable Hilbert space, if 
p almost has invariant unit sections, i.e., for every E > 0, 6 > 0, finite E S G, there 
is Bore1 s : X -+ H such that [/s(x)11 = 1, f or all x, and for every g E E, p({x EX : 
IIp(g,x)(s(g .x)) - s(x)ll > E}) < 6, then p has an invariant unit section, i.e., there is 
Bore1 S : X + H such that IlS(x)ll = 1, for all x, and for all g E G, p(g,x)(S(g .x)) = 
S(x), p-a.e.(x). 
We now have: 
Lemma A.3. Let G be a countable Kazhdan group, (X,a) a Bore1 G-space, p a 
probability Bore1 measure which is G-ergodic, invariant. Then X is Kazhdan for p. 
Proof. Fix p : G x X 4 U(H) which almost has invariant unit sections. Let L*(X, H) 
be the Hilbert space of all p-measurable f : X + H (identifying those that are equal 
p-a.e.) with J Ilf(x)ll*d~(x) < 00, with inner product (f, g) =J (f(x), g(x))dp(x). Then 
define a unitary representation R : G ---f U(L’(X,H)) of G into L*(X,H) by 
R(g)(f)(x) = g(g>x)(f(g .x)). 
We claim that R almost has invariant unit vectors. Fix 1 > E > 0, E C G finite and 
choose &I,& so that ET + 61 < E*. Then let s : X + H be as in the definition of 
p almost having invariant unit sections for si,&, E. A simple calculation shows that 
s EL*(X,H), Il.4 = 1, and IIR(g)(s)- II s < a, for all g E E. Thus R almost has invariant 
unit vectors. Since G is Kazhdan, R has an invariant unit vector S E L*(X, H). Since 
R(g)(S)=S for all g, we have p(g,x)(S(g.x))=S(x) p-a.e.(x) for all g E G. Since p is 
unitary this shows that x H IlS(x)ll is G- invariant, so constant p-a.e.(x) by ergodicity. 
Since J llS(x)ll*d~(x)= 1, we have IlS(x)ll = 1 p-a.e.(x). We can of course assume, by 
changing it on a null set, that S is Bore1 and IlS(x)ll = 1 for all x. So S is an invariant 
unit section. 0 
Now going back to the statement of the Adam-Spatzier theorem we see that the 
action of G on X is Kazhdan for p. Define then the following Bore1 cocycle p : 
G xX + U(H,): 
P(g,x)((u,)) = 4g,x). (un>. 
Lemma A.4 p almost has invariant unit sections. 
Proof. By a direct calculation, for g, h E F we have, letting llflln = IlfllH, 
Let .0x)=x1, for all x. Then ~(g,x).f(g.x)=X,(,,), so Ila(g,x).f(g.x)-f(x)ll, ---f o. 
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Fix now E, 6 > 0 and EC G finite. For g E G there is n9 such that if n 3 n,, 
then ~({x : Ilc&w) . f(s . x) - fC411n > E}) < 6, since ~({x : Ila(g,x) . f(g .x) - 
f(x)ll, > E}) -+ 0. Let N = max{n, : g E E}. Then 
11(1x : Ilew> . .m .x1 - f(X>IIN ’ &I) < 6 
for all g E E. Put 
m(x) = (0,. . 20, j-(x>, 0,. . .) E fL 
where f(x) appears in the Nth coordinate. Then ~({x : IIp(g,x)(sry-(g.x))-sN(x)ll > E}) 
< 6 for all gE E. Put s(x)=sj,(x)/IIs~JI =s~(x)/(l+ l/N). Then ll~(x)ll= 1 and ,u({x : 
Ilp(g,x)(s(g .x)) - s(x)11 > E} < 6, so the proof is complete. 0 
Since the G-action on X is Kazhdan for ~1, p has an invariant unit section, say S : 
X 4 H,. As IlS(x)ll=l, if S=(fn), then for some n we must have that fn(x) # 0 on a 
positive n-measure set. As p(g,x)(S(g.x))=S(x) p-a.e., we have a(g,x).f,(g.x)=f,(x) 
ka.e., so Ilfn(s.x>II = Ilf&>II P- a.e., thus by ergodicity Ilfn(x)II > 0 is constant p-a.e. 
Fix this n, and put H = H,,, s* = f,,. Then s* : X + H is Borel, ils*(x)/l= constant 
> 0 p-a.e. and cc(g,x) . s*(g .x) = s*(x) p-a.e. Then a(g,x) . s*cx) = ST) p-a.e. 
For g EF, let lg( = d(l,g). From Lemma A.2, s%)(g) + 0 as 191 + co. Since 
s%)(g) is not identically 0 and bounded as a function of g, it follows that 
M(x) = {g : Is%)(g)1 is maximum} &F 
is a bounded subset of F, i.e., sup{ 191 : g EM(X)} < CQ. Also 
a(g,xW(g . xl = Wx). 
For any bounded set MC F define its center c(M) as follows: First let fi be the 
convex hull of A4 in the Cayley graph of F. This is also bounded. Peel off all the 
terminal vertices of A to get Mi &A; peel off all terminal vertices of Ml to get 
I’& 5 Mi ; etc. After finitely many steps we are left either with a single vertex, call 
it c(M), or a single edge (g, g’). If F has generators {a, b, c, . . .}, then one of g, g’ is 
obtained from the other by right multiplication by one of a, b, c, . . . . Say g’ = ga. Then 
put c(M) = g. It is now clear that for g E F, if gM = M’ then gc(M) = c(M’). 
Let A : X + F be given by 
A(x) = c(M(x)). 
Then 
c.c(g,x)A(g . x) = A(x) p-a.e., 
i.e., 
a(g,x) = A(x)A(g .x)-l p-a.e., 
and the proof is complete. 0 
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Appendix B 
We will prove here a general result about reduction of cocycles of actions of Kazhdan 
groups, that generalizes results of Zimmer [35, 9.1.11 and Adams and Spatzier [3]. The 
proof combines work of these authors as well as Akemann and Walter [4], a paper 
which introduced the following concept (but not the terminology). 
Definition B.l. Let F be a (second countable) locally compact group. We say that F 
is strongly non-Kuzhdun (SNK) if there is a continuous function n : F ---t C such that 
d(g, h) = n(g-‘h) is negative definite and In(g)1 + 00 as g - cc (i.e., for any M > 0 
there is compact K z F with In(g)1 > M if g QK). 
Recall that a function f : X xX --t @ is negative dejnite if for any finitely supported 
cp : X + @ with CxEX q(x) = 0 we have 
c cp(X)qD(Y)f(X> v) d 0. 
X. VEX 
Examples B.2. (i) Every amenable group is SNK; see [4]. 
(ii) Every free group Fk, 1 < k < No, is SNK. If k is finite one simply lets n(g)= 
the distance of the identity e of Fk to g in the Cayley graph of Fk. Then d(g, h) = 
n(Y -‘h) is the distance of g to h in the Cayley graph of Fk. But it is well-known that 
the distance function of a tree is negative definite (see, e.g., [3]). When k = No we can 
view Fk as a subgroup of F2 and for g E Fk define n(g)= the distance of the identity 
e of F2 to g in the Cayley graph of F2. As before this works. 
(iii) Let F = (V,E) be a locally finite tree and G & Aut(Y) a closed subgroup of 
the automorphism group of Y. Fix ue E V and define n : G -+ C by n(g)=b(uo, g(ua)), 
where 6 denotes distance in the tree Y. Then d(g, h) = n(g-‘h) = 6(uo,g-‘h(uo)) = 
G(g(uo),h(vo)), so d is negative definite. It is easy to check that n(g) ---f cx? when 
9 + 02. 
Remark B.3. The terminology “strongly non-Kazhdan” is motivated by the result of 
Delorme and Guichardet (see [8]) and Akemann and Walter [4] that G is non-Kazhdan 
iff it admits such a function n with n unbounded. It is known (see again Akemann and 
Walter [4]) that there are non-Kazhdan groups which are not SNK. (The definition of 
being Kazhdan for locally compact groups is exactly as in Definition 10.1 except that 
cp is continuous and F is compact instead of finite.) 
We now state the main fact. 
Theorem B.4. Let G be a (second countable) locally compact group which is Kazh- 
dan. Let a be a Bore1 action of G on a standard Bore1 space X. Let u be a G- 
invariant, ergodic probability Bore1 measure on X. Let F be a SNK group and I : 
G x X --f F a Bore1 cocycle of this action. Then a N p, where /3 : G x X -+ F is a 
Bore1 cocycle taking values into a compact subgroup of F. 
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Here Q N /? (a is co~o~ui~go~~ to /I) iff there is a Bore1 action A : X --+ F such 
that for each g E G, cl(g,x) = ~(~~~~g,~~~(g *x)-l, p-a.e.(x). 
Proof. First, by Akemann and Walter [4, p. 8691 we can assume that in the definition 
of SNK n and therefore d are real and nonegative. 
Now let L(F) be the linear space of all continuous complex 4p : F + C with compact 
support. For q > 0 put 
By Schoenberg’s theorem (see 171) e-qd(X*Y) is positive definite, so this is an inner 
product on L(F), thus let H4 be its completion, which is a separable Hilbert space. 
Since d(gx, gy> = d(x, v), the shift action g s cp(~) = q(g-lx) of F on L(F) preserves 
(, )9 and so extends uniquely to a unitary action also denoted by g . f on W,. 
Let H, = H,in for n 2 1 and H, = @, H,. Then F acts unitarily on Hoa by g m 
(fn) = (9 * fn>* 
Now consider the (continuous) action of F on &(H,), the unit sphere of H4, 
equipped with the norm-topology. We have the following. 
Lemma B.5. The action of F on &(H,) is smooth (i.e., the orbit equivalence relation 
is smooth) and has compact sta~~l~~ers. 
Proof. (i) First we show that the action is smooth. By Effros [lo] it is enough to 
show that each orbit is closed. For that it is enough to show that g . f % 0 as 
g + 00. Indeed, granting this, let f E &(H,) and g, ’ f + h in norm for a sequence 
g,, E G. Then either there is a subsequence g,, with g,, -+ cc as i -+ co, in which case 
gn, . f 5 h # 0, or else gn is bounded, i.e., belongs to a compact set, so there is a 
converging subsequence g,,, + g E F. Then g,, . f 3 g . f = h, so h is in the orbit 
of j-. 
To prove that g . f 5 0 as g --) co, we have to show that (g ’ f, h)4 t 0 for any 
h E H,, as g - 00. Fix E > 0 and tp, plf L(F) with ]I? - flj+ /I$ - g/x, < E. Then 
(g ’ f, h)q = {Q * cp, 9L, + (9 - (If - qp>> @ - ~~}~ and (9 ’ ff - rp), @ - Jllh G lif - 
CP~~H, * i/h - \l/h, += E2, so it is enough to show that {g 1 p, t&Is + 0 as g -+ 00. Clearly 
supp(g . cp) = Q. supp(cp), so supp(g . cp) n supp($) = 0 as g -+ 00. Also e-qd@J’) -+ 0 
as g + 00 uniformly on any fixed compact set of X, y’s So 
as g -+ 00. 
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(ii) Next we verify that the stabilizers of this action are compact. Fix f E S*(H), in 
order to show that {Q E F : g . f = f) is compact. Since it is closed it is enough to 
show that it is contained in a compact set. 
Choose y7 E L(F), so that 
Then 
9 * f = f =+ IIS. (f - YNH, = llf - Yllff, 
=Ilf - 9 * Yllffq < ; 
=+ 119. Y - YIIH, < f. 
Now 
and since [(g. yl- y,q),f < /lQ.cp - ~11~~. /(~J//H, < f, while lllpj/i > i, it follows that 
for some E > 0 
Claim B.6. There is compact KC F such that if 
(i) supp(Q. rp> i-7 supp(cp) = 8, 
(ii) VxVy(x E supp(g . y) 85 y E supp(9) =+ x-* y $ K), 
then 
granting this it follows that if g s f =f, then supp(g .p) n supp(cp) # @ or h3y(x E 
suPP(9 . q) & Y E supp(?) & x-’ EK), so Q E supp(cp) supp(qp)-’ U supp(cp)K-’ 
supp(cp)-' , which is compact and completes the proof. 
Proof of Claim. We have 
Choose compact K so that if g’ @K, then n(g’) > M. Then assuming (i), (ii) of 
the claim we have that for x E supp (g . co), y f supp(cp), x-’ y $Z K, so d(x, y) = 
n(x-‘Y) > h4, thus 
if M is large enough. 0 
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Now define the Bore1 cocycle p : G x X -+ U(H&,) by 
P(g,x)(tfn)) = a(s,x). u”n). 
Lemma B.7. p almost has invariant unit sections. 
Granting this, since the action of G on X is Kazhdan for p, p has an invariant 
unit section S : X --+ H,. As in Appendix A this gives some q = l/n > 0 and Bore1 
s : X -+ H = Hq such that ]]s(x)l[ = 1 p-a.e. and for all g, a(g,x) . s(g .x) = s(x) p-a.e. 
We can assume that \is(x)/l = 1 and for each g, c&,x) . s(g .x) = s(x) pa.e. Thus 
.s : X + &(H) is r-invariant, so by the Cocycle Reduction Lemma (see [35, 5.2.111) 
IX is ~ohomologous to a cocycle taking values in a stabilizer of the action of F on 
S,(H), so in a compact subgroup of F, and the proof is complete. So it only remains 
to prove Lemma B.7. 
Proof of Lemma B.7. Fix cp E L(F), q~ 2 0, / q = 1. Then, for any q > 0, 
Ilqll$ = / J’~o(x)~(y)e-~~(~~) + 4/ (p2 -+ 1, as 4 --t 0. 
Now fix E > 0, 6 > 0, K C G compact. As in the proof of 9.1.1 in Zimmer [35, 
p. 1631, there is compact L C F such that 
i@,> > 1-6 
for all g E K, where 
sg = {x : ol(g,x) EL}. 
Now for x E ,Sg, 
Il4QG) *cp - dfq =21rv41;q - 2(4QG). 43 dq 
=2 
W 
cp( u)q( v)e-qd(u+“)  qI> fp2 
-2 (II ~(cw(q,x)-'u)u)(u)e-~~~~~~~ 
+q 
J 
cp(~(QJ>-loPw . 
> 
So there is N such that 
XESq * Il4QJ) cp - ‘pllff~ < 6 
since for xES,, t$g,x)EL. So 
QfK =+ /.@,)>I-6 
=$ A{x : IMSJ> . rp - (PIIf& > 8)) -=z 6. 
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Thus if 
S,(x) = (0,. . . ) o,cp(x>>o,...)EKx3, 
where q(x) appears in the Nth coordinate, then for s(x)=S~(x)//~S~~~, Ils(x)ll = 1 and 
~({x : IIp(g,x) . s(g .x) - s(x)11 > E}) < 6 for g E K, and the proof is complete. q 
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